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Arobust organisational over-
haul, addressing the initial

challenges of huge internal
factionalism within demotivat-
ed workers, coupled with the
popularity of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and Chief
Minister Shivraj Singh
Chouhan, were the key factors
that turned the tide in favor of
the BJP in Madhya Pradesh
during the last days of the
polls.
The nervousness to retain
power in the Hindi heartland
for the saffron party was evi-
dent, given the ground gained
by the Congress, especially as
the BJP fielded seven sitting
party Parliamentarians, includ-
ing three Union Ministers.
The BJP fielded 21 Union
Ministers as MLA candidates
with maximum number in
MP followed by Rajasthan and
Chhattisgarh.
The task was to get everyone
working together at the organ-
isational level for the ultimate
goal of bringing the BJP back
to power in the coveted State.
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi addressed 14 rallies in
Madhya Pradesh during the
campaigning for polls. 
He reached out to young vot-

ers by reminding them of the
failures of previous Congress
Governments on various
fronts, doubling down on the
development of all sections.
As BJP devised a strategy to
defeat anti-incumbency in
Madhya Pradesh which has
been under its belt since 2003,
barring 18 months from
December 2018 to March
2020, Modi reached out to var-
ious sections of voters, includ-
ing women, youngsters, tribals,
besides the traditional support-
ers of the saffron party.
Party devised a strategy of
assigning 14 senior leaders to
14 districts, where they inter-
acted with the local func-
tionaries as well as the elected
representatives of the munic-
ipal corporations and pan-
chayats. They organised more
than 50 meetings, in which
Chouhan listened to the griev-
ances and suggestions of the
party workers. 
Notably, the BJP didn't project
any leader from the State as its
Chief Minister face, apparent-
ly to beat anti-incumbency,
and sought votes for "lotus", the
poll symbol of the party. 
The ruling BJP retained power
in Madhya Pradesh with an
emphatic win over the
Congress. 

Continued on Page 2
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Rajasthan upheld its tradi-
tion of changing gover-

nance every five years and
ousted the Congress-led Ashok
Gehlot Government by voting
the BJP into power on Sunday.
The second winning surge for
the BJP came in Rajasthan
after retaining neighbouring
Madhya Pradesh and winning
over Chhattisgarh, where it
comfortably wrested power
from the faction ridden grand
old party.
Till reports last filed according
to the Election Commission
updates, the BJP won 115 seats
leaving Congress at 70 of the
total of 200 Assembly seats. 
The elections were conducted
over 199 seats while
Sriganganagar's Karanpur seat
was postponed due to the death
of Congress candidate Gurmeet
Singh Koonar.
The Bharat Adivasi Party had
won one seat and was leading
on two. 
The BSP won one seat and led
on another while the Rashtriya
Loktantrik Party led on two
and the RLD on one.
Independent candidates were
leading or winning from seven
seats.
Chief Minister Ashok Gehlot
submitted his resignation to

Governor Kalraj Mishra late in
the evening to pave the way for
several names, including for-
mer CM Vasundhara Raje
Scindia, who are currently
doing the rounds. Gehlot said
the Assembly poll results were
'unexpected for everyone' and
added that the party humbly
accepted the people's man-
date.
For almost full term, Gehlot
struggled with his former
deputy and political bête noire
Sachin Pilot who had carried a
massive revolt within two years
of formation of the Congress
Government in the State.
Despite having several welfare
schemes in place, the cultural-
ly sound State was marred by
the public airing of dirty laun-
dry involving Congress leaders.
This situation worked in favour
of the BJP, as the saffron party,
right from day one, kept the
pressure on Gehlot.
Gehlot said all the schemes
introduced by the Congress
Government in the past five
years, including the old pension
scheme and the Chiranjeevi
health insurance scheme,
should be taken forward by the
next Government.
In the current Assembly, the
ruling Congress has 107 MLAs,
BJP 70 and Rashtriya
Loktantrik Party (RLPT) three. 

Continued on Page 2
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The Congress is on its way to
achieving the magic mark of

60 seats on Sunday to form the
first non-BRS Government in
Telangana. This southern success
comes in the midst of a saffron
sweep of the Hindi heartland,
where the BJP wrested two States
from its rival and retained one.
Telangana becomes the second
southern State in the Congress
kitty in 2023, after it emerged tri-
umphant in Karnataka in May.
Factors such as anti-incumbency,
voter fatigue, and dissatisfaction
among the youth contributed
mainly to the poor performance
of BRS. 
Despite the towering image of
incumbent Chief Minister K
Chandrashekhar Rao, along with
the party's extensive grassroots
network and welfare programmes,
the perceived inaccessibility of its
leaders contributed to the grow-
ing anti-incumbency sentiments.
Additionally, the Opposition pro-
jection of what they called the BRS
family rule in the State further
exacerbated this sentiment. The
Congress had mounted a spirited
election campaign with a view to
unseat BRS, even as the BJP also

launched a no holds-barred attack
against the ruling dispensation.
According to the Election
Commission figures till the
reports, the grand old party reg-
istered a massive lead against the
ruling BRS, as the party won 47
seats and was ahead in another 17
of the 119 Assembly seats. The
BRS, which has 101 members in
the outgoing Assembly, emerged
victorious in 22 and was leading
in 17 others till last filed. Chief
Minister K Chandrasekhar Rao
submitted his resignation to
Governor Tamilisai Soundararajan
following his party's poor perfor-
mance. The Governor has asked
Rao to continue in office till the
formation of the new
Government.
The BJP bettered its tally, winning
six seats and was leading in two
other segments, according to the
EC update. 
It has three members in the out-
going Assembly. The AIMIM won
five seats and was leading in two.
The Congress good show sparked
off celebrations by party workers.
While the BRS Government intro-
duced various welfare schemes, its
alleged failure to fulfill key elec-
tion promises, including provid-
ing housing for the poor, ensur-
ing significant job creation, dol-

ing out unemployment relief, as
well as the delayed implementa-
tion of farmers' loan waivers and
the leak of recruitment test ques-
tion papers worked against them.
The BJP was initially considered
the main Opposition to the BRS,
but the scenario changed after the
Congress gained momentum fol-
lowing win in the Karnataka elec-
tions in May. 
Allegations of an implicit under-
standing between the BRS and the

BJP, particularly regarding the
Delhi Excise Policy case involving
KCR’s daughter Kavitha, weak-
ened the BJP, leading anti-estab-
lishment votes to consolidate in
favour of the Congress.
Unlike previous elections where
sentiments for separate Statehood
played a crucial role, emotional
issues did not significantly sway
this election. In 2018, the
Congress and the TDP formed an
alliance, with BRS accusing TDP

Chief N Chandrababu Naidu of
being anti-Telangana.
However, the TDP chose not to
contest the recent Telangana
Assembly election due to ongoing
legal issues and Naidu's imprison-
ment in Andhra Pradesh.
Similarly, YSR Telangana Party
(YSRTP) led by YS Sharmila,
daughter of former undivided
Andhra Pradesh Chief Minister Y
S Rajasekhara Reddy, withdrew
from the contest, declaring sup-
port for the Congress.
The Congress ran an assertive
campaign centered on the theme
of change, encapsulated in the slo-
gan 'marpu kavali — Congress
ravali' (there should be change -
Congress should come), which
effectively resonated with the
electorate. Anumula Revanth
Reddy, who led the Congress'
charge, finds himself on the brink
of a potential chief ministership. 
The 56-year-old leader met top
police officials of the State and dis-
cussed the security arrangements
for the swearing-in ceremony,
likely on December 4 or 9. He wel-
comed the people's mandate in
favour of the national party while
the BRS expressed disappointment
over its failure to ensure a hat-
trick. BRS working president and
KCR's son K T Rama Rao said the

Assembly poll results were "disap-
pointing" though he is not "sad-
dened". 
Interestingly the BJP’s vote share
surged from 7 per cent in 2018 to
13.88 per cent in the present
Assembly polls even as its num-
ber of seats has gone up to eight.
The party also won two by-polls,
giving it three members in the out-
going Assembly. 
K Venkata Ramana Reddy
emerged as a giant killer by defeat-
ing the Chief Minister and BRS
supremo K Chandrasekhar Rao
and Telangana PCC chief Revanth
Reddy in Kamareddy. He van-
quished his nearest rival KCR by
a margin of 6,741 votes.
However, on the flip side, all the
three BJP Lok Sabha MPs were
defeated. Controversial legislator
T Raja Singh is the only BJP can-
didate from the city who won in
2018 Assembly polls and has
repeated his feat this time. He
retained his Goshamahal seat for
the third time in a row.
The BJP's firebrand MP and for-
mer State chief Bandi Sanjay
Kumar lost to BRS rival Gangula
Kamalakar Reddy by 3,163 votes.
The BJP's promise of making a
Backward Caste candidate as
Chief Minister also didn't seem to
cut ice with the voters.
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The BJP comfortably regained control
in Chhattisgarh on Sunday, dislodg-

ing the five-year rule of the Congress by
winning 54 seats in the 90-member
Assembly. 
The BJP was in power in the State for 15
years consecutively after the creation of
the State bifurcated from Madhya Pradesh
where too BJP remained the undisputed
political party.    

The Chhattisgarh outcome was a surprise
for many, as the Congress had high hopes
of retaining power in the State. The
promises made by the BJP, promoted as
'Modi ki Guarantee 2023,' seemed to have
worked in its favor in the tribal-dominat-
ed State, where it secured a thumping
majority.
In the 2018 Assembly polls, the Congress
had registered a landslide victory large-
ly because of a “strong” anti-incumben-
cy against the then BJP dispensation and
the grand old party's promise of freebies

and welfare measures. In the outgoing
Assembly, the Congress presently has 71
members, BJP 13, JCC (J) 3 and BSP 2
while one seat lying vacant.
The BJP this time made populist promis-
es in its manifesto, titled ‘Modi ki
Guarantee 2023' for Chhattisgarh. 
They included procurement of 21 quin-
tals of paddy per acre at �3,100 per quin-
tal, and annual financial assistance of
�12,000 to married women under the
‘Mahtari Vandan Yojana'.

Continued on Page 2
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The much-awaited Indian
National Developmental

Inclusive Alliance (INDIA) Bloc
meeting of Opposition leaders to
finalise their plan for taking on
Modi’s juggernaut in the Lok
Sabha polls has been scheduled
for Wednesday in the national
Capital.
The leaders have decided to meet
at the residence of Congress
president Mallikarjun Kharge,
and maximum participation is
anticipated due to the presence of
leaders for the Winter Session,
which begins on Monday. 
This decision is also set against
the backdrop of the grand old
party wresting power in another
southern State, Telangana, six
months after registering a signif-

icant win in Karnataka.
Sources have indicated that, while
leaders are expected to discuss the
2024 strategy, members will also
delve into the damage caused by
alliance partners such as the
Samajwadi Party and the AAP in
the recently concluded election
results in Madhya Pradesh and
Chhattisgarh. 
According to reports, SP candi-
dates garnered the same number
of votes that accounted for the
Congress’s loss, thereby paving
the way for the BJP’s candidate to
win. The INDIA Bloc meeting
was delayed as the Congress
awaited the results of Assembly
elections in five states —
Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh,

Chhattisgarh, Telangana, and
Mizoram — before finalising the
Opposition Bloc's strategy and
seat-sharing arrangement for the
general elections.
NCP chief Sharad Pawar said the
outcome of the Assembly elec-
tions in four States will not have
any impact on the INDIA Bloc,
which comprises more than 26
Opposition parties led by the
Congress. 
"I don't think this will have any
impact on the INDIA alliance.
We will be meeting at Kharge's
residence in Delhi. We will speak
to those who know the ground
reality. We will be able to com-
ment on it after the meeting only,"
Pawar said.

Pawar's NCP is part of INDIA,
which has so far held three
rounds of deliberations in Patna,
Bengaluru, and Mumbai.
Janata Dal (United) took a swipe
at the Congress following its
rout in three Hindi heartland
States, saying it is clear that the
main Opposition party is unable
to win on its own. 
JD (U) spokesperson K C Tyagi
said the INDIA Bloc was missing
in the elections. The Congress is
in a coalition Government with
the RJD in the Bihar Government
led by JD(U) leader Chief
Minister Nitish Kumar.
Some parties like Trinamool
Congress, Aam Aadmi Party and
Samajwadi Party wanted early
finalisation of seat-sharing but the
talks were delayed due to the
Assembly polls. 

Continued on Page 2
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BJP’s landslide victory in
three States tended to pro-

duce hairline fissures in the
Indian National Democratic
Inclusive Alliance ranks with
the Trinamool Congress inter-
preting the Sunday’s election
results as a “more of a Congress’
loss than BJP’s win” urging
straightway the Opposition
parties to accept Mamata
Banerjee’s model to arrest a
future saffron tide.
“I won’t call it a BJP’s victory …
rather I will call it more of a
Congress’ loss than BJP’s win,”
TMC spokesperson Kunal
Ghosh on Sunday said adding,
the “it is time the Congress
introspects … it is time they
shun their overbearing zamin-
dari (feudal) ways and follow
Mamata Banerjee’s model,”
Ghosh said adding “the INDIA
alliance will not take the
responsibility of the Congress’
loss… which belongs only to
the Congress.”
Stopping short of projecting
Banerjee the prime ministeri-
al candidate in 2024 elections,
Ghosh said “TMC is the party
which can provide the leader-
ship in 2024 … as Mamata
Banerjee has proved herself all
should strengthen her hands …
and the Congress should not
try to dominate … rather it
should take others’ advice … it
has once again proved that
Mamata Banerjee’s line is cor-

rect and only her tactic should
be adopted to defeat the BJP.”
As the “BJP has been copying
Mamata Banerjee’s model of
development to win its elec-
tions and as only the
Tirnamool Congress has been
able to defeat the BJP compre-
hensively it is imperative that
Mamata Banerjee’s model
should be made the face of
INDIA’s campaign in 2024 elec-
tions,” he said.
Iterating that the TMC has
proved its worth by defeating
the BJP whereas the “Congress
has repeatedly failed to protect
its strongholds … that it has
failed to save its forts it is for the
Congress to take the responsi-
bility and explain its loss,”
Ghosh said.
When asked whether this was
the virtual of Congress-
Trinamool Congress projected
bonhomie and whether the
TMC would still consider leav-
ing any seat for the tri-colour
party in Bengal, the TMC
leader virtually said that his
party would not leave any seat

for the Congress in Bengal.
He said that “INDIA alliance is
still very much on and its lead-
ership will decide further
course of action,” adding, “the
TMC is capable of fighting
alone in Bengal and it will not
need anyone to contest and win
all the 42 seats.”
Veteran CPI(M) leader and
party politburo member Biman
Bose on his part however

expressed some doubt on the
elections results wondering
whether everything was right
technically. He said, “time has
not come to analyse the cir-
cumstances in which the par-
ties won and lost … because it
looks strange that against such
a strong public opinion how a
party can win elections in such
a manner … things must be
looked into.”
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An upbeat Bengal BJP on
Sunday expressed confi-

dence that the party’s landslide
victory in Chhattisgarh, Madhya
Pradesh and Rajasthan would
definitely have its impact in
Bengal in the coming 2024 elec-
tions.
Reacting to Sunday’s election
results, Bengal Opposition
Leader Suvendu Adhikari, “now
there will be a Modi Tsunami in
Bengal,” and predicted a pre-
mature end of the Mamata
Banerjee Government.
“Be assured that the Sunday’s
result in the three States of
Chhattisgarh, Madhya Pradesh
and Rajasthan will lead to Modi
Tsunami in Bengal where we
will sweep … the corruption and

thievery of a Government led by
Mamata Banerjee will crumble
down after the 2024 general elec-
tions … well before 2026
Assembly elections we will drive
away Mamata Banerjee and her
entire family lock, stock and bar-
rel,” Adhikari said.
Iterating that the upbeat BJP
workers would hit the streets
from Sunday he said, “there will
be a blockade and bombard-
ment from all sides that the
TMC will not be able to sustain
… just wait and see what hap-
pens from tomorrow.”
Dismissing Adhikari’s “threats”
as “hollow” , senior TMC leader
Kunal Ghosh said that “BJP’s
dream to win Bengal will remain
a pipe-dream,” adding, “there
will be no impact of any election
in Bengal which always thinks
differently.”
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Buoyed by its victory in the
assembly elections, an

aggressive BJP will seek to cor-
ner the Congress-led
Opposition in the Winter
Session of Parliament begin-
ning Monday when a report
recommending TMC MP
Mahua Moitra’s expulsion is
expected to be tabled in the Lok
Sabha.
The leaders of the Opposition
INDIA bloc are meeting on
Monday morning ostensibly
to redraw their strategies to
take on Prime Minister
Narendra Modi-led BJP both
inside the Parliament and in the
electoral arena. 

The Congress, which was
hoping to score a big win in
Madhya Pradesh and retain
Chhattisgarh and Rajasthan,
had to taste a resounding
defeat. 
However, the grand old party
did manage to oust the BRS
from Telangana.
“If the Opposition disrupts the
Parliament, it will face worse
results than what has come
today (Sunday),” Parliamentary
Affairs Minister Pralhad Joshi
told reporters here when asked
about the Winter Session
beginning Monday.
The government has present-

ed a heavy legislative agenda for
the 15 sittings of the Winter
Session with key bills to replace
the colonial era criminal laws,

a draft legislation to provide for
a framework for appointment
of the election commissioners. 
The report of the Lok Sabha

Ethics Committee recom-
mending Moitra’s expulsion
from the Lower House over a
“cash-for-query” complaint is
also listed for tabling in the
House on Monday. 
The government is also expect-
ed to move a motion in the Lok
Sabha to adopt the recom-
mendation of the Ethics
Committee, which would lead
to Moitra’s expulsion from the
Lower House.
The Trinamool Congress
(TMC) insisted on a debate on
the Ethics Committee report in
the House at the meeting of the
floor leaders of the political
parties chaired by Defence
Minister Rajnath Singh.
The Opposition leaders have

also sought discussion in the
Parliament on issues such as
the situation in Manipur, rising
inflation, “misuse” of the
Enforcement Directorate (ED)
and the Central Bureau of
Investigation (CBI), the “impo-
sition” of Hindi through the
names of laws, particularly in
reference to the three bills to
replace the criminal laws.
“We are ready for a discussion
on any issue. But when you
seek a short-duration discus-
sion, you also have to ensure an
atmosphere conducive for a
debate in the House,” Joshi said
on Saturday.
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Former Chief Minister and
Vice President of the

Jammu and Kashmir National
Conference Omar Abdullah
Sunday sounded alarm bells
while clearly warning senior
leaders of the INDIA bloc that
if the situation continues to be
like this in the future, the
Opposition alliance will not
be able to win.
Referring to the future of the
INDIA bloc, Omar, who was
unhappy with the approach of
the Congress party, said, “On
December 6, the Congress
chief has invited some INDIA
alliance leaders for lunch.
They recalled the INDIA
alliance after three months.
Let’s see.”
On whether his party will be
contesting with the INDIA
bloc for the state assembly
elections, Abdullah, without
mincing any words also said,
“The NC will be standing on
its own.”Omar, currently tour-
ing different parts of the
Jammu region, was reacting to
the Assembly poll results
declared on Sunday. Three out
of four poll-bound states were
won by the Bharatiya Janta
Party while Congress won
from Telangana.  
“Judging the results of the
INDIA alliance in the state
elections, if the situation is
like this in the future, we can-
not win,” Omar Abdullah
said, speaking to reporters on

Sunday.
Abdul lah said that  the
Congress’ claims in the state
elections proved otherwise
since the party was able to
win only in Telangana.
“BJP should be congratulated
because we were not expect-
ing this result. We heard from
our allies that in Chhattisgarh,
the Congress would come to
power easily, they would win
in Madhya Pradesh as well,
they were conf ident in
Telangana and they were even
saying that in the end, they
would come out victorious in
Rajasthan as well. 
When the results came out,
only their claim in Telangana
stood true. Neither could they
save Chhattisgarh, nor win
back Madhya Pradesh nor
could they win in Rajasthan
again,” he said.
Referring to BJP’s perfor-
mance in Madhya Pradesh,
Abdullah said, “If you see
Madhya Pradesh, Kamal Nath
was the Chief Minister for a
short time, but leaving that
aside, for around 20 years BJP
was in power. This is BJP’s
fifth term. This is huge.”
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An international team of
researchers has identified

how three novel genes --
U2AF2, PRPF19, RBFOX1 --
cause neurodevelopmental dis-
orders, particularly develop-
mental delay, intellectual dis-
ability and autism.
Identification of the genes may
help researchers gain a better
sense of the roles of genes in
human brain development and
function as well as their abili-
ty to serve as potential thera-
peutic targets in the future.
Prior research in other disor-
ders has shown that issues
related to gene splicing may be
to blame.
Before being turned into pro-
teins, genes are transcribed
into introns, or strands of RNA
that do not code for proteins,
and exons that code for pro-
teins. Introns are removed in a
process called splicing, which
is carried out by a protein
complex called the spliceo-
some. Variants impacting the
spliceosome have rarely been
implicated with neurodevel-

opmental disorders.
However, through a series of
complex testing, researchers
in this study showed that mal-
functions in the spliceosome
are responsible for some neu-
rodevelopmental disorders.
“Using multiple techniques,
including phenotyping,
genomic sequencing and mod-
elling in fly and stem cells, we
were able to map the genetic
architecture of three genes
associated with neurodevelop-
mental disorders, particularly
developmental delay, intellec-
tual disability and autism,” said
lead author Dong Li, a research
faculty member in the Center
for Applied Genomics and the
Division of Human Genetics at

Children’s Hospital of
Philadelphia (CHOP) in the
US.
“Combining fly and human
genetics helped us understand
the mechanisms of how vari-
ants of these genes affect the
machinery of the spliceosome
and cause these disorders,” Li
added. In the study, published
online by the Journal of Clinical
Investigation, the researchers
utilised genomic and clinical
data from unrelated patients
with neurodevelopmental dis-
orders.
Among the cohort, 46 patients
had missense variants of the
gene U2AF2 and six patients
had variants of the gene
PRPF19.
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As climate change-induced
temperatures steadily rise in

India necessitating demand for
keeping spaces cool,  the Union
Environment Ministry may soon
undertake research on coolants
that would be most appropriate
to Indian climatic conditions
amid the Government’s com-
mitments to achieve net zero car-
bon by 2070.
Union Environment Secretary
Leena Nandan said, “The India
Cooling Action Plan has become
a model for many countries.
Going forward, we need to bol-
ster our efforts and be at the fore-
front of change, and research on
coolants that would be most
appropriate to Indian climatic
conditions.”
This research, she added, should
be matched with the dialogue
with industry to cause quick off-
take and scaling up of this tech-
nology. She was speaking at a
side event on “India’s journey
towards sustainable cooling” at
the India Pavilion, on the side-
lines of the UNFCCC COP 28 in
Dubai.
Nandan’s suggestions come

amidst concerns that by 2037, the
demand for cooling is likely to be
eight times more than current
levels. This means there will be
a demand for a new air-condi-
tioner every 15 seconds, leading
to an expected rise of 435 per-
cent in annual greenhouse gas
emissions over the next two
decades, as has been noted by the
World Bank in its recent report.
The World Bank study, “Climate
Investment Opportunities in
India’s Cooling Sector”, which is
also supported by the EU-
GFDRR, finds that shifting to a
more energy efficient pathway
could lead to a substantial reduc-
tion in expected CO2 levels
over the next two decades.
In 2019, the Modi Government
launched the India Cooling
Action Plan (ICAP) to provide
sustainable cooling measures
across various sectors, including
indoor cooling in buildings and
cold chain and refrigeration in
the agriculture and pharmaceu-
ticals sector and air-conditioning
in passenger transport.  Its aim
is to reduce the demand for cool-
ing by up to 25 percent by
2037-38.
India aims to phase out the pro-

duction and use of ozone-deplet-
ing hydrochlorofluorocarbons,
used as coolants in air condi-
tioners and refrigerators by 2047.
An official in the Union
Environment Ministry said that
strategy is being worked out to
develop an action plan for
indigenous development, which
encourages domestic manufac-
turing of next generation low
GWP refrigerants, cooling appli-
ances along with safety standards
and upgradation of skill of the
existing manpower for wider
adoption of such refrigerants
during the phase down of HFCs
under the Kigali Amendment in
close coordination with R&D
and academic institutions and
line ministries/departments of
the Government.
The official said that the Ministry
has already collaborated with 8
Indian Institutes of Technology
(Madras, Roorkee, Kanpur
Hyderabad, Varanasi, Patna,
Kharagpur and Tirupati) to
promote research and develop-
ment of low global warming
potential chemicals, including
blends in line with industry
requirements through engage-
ment of research scholars.
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The NOTA or none of the
above option appeared to

have outperformed several
political parties, including Aam
Aadmi Party (AAP),
Communist Party of India
(CPI),  Communist Party of
India (Marxist), All India
Forward Bloc (AIFB),
Samajwadi Party (SP) which
contested the assembly polls in
five states. The results of
Mizoram will be declared on
Monday. 
According to the Election
Commission’s website,  the
AAP has received vote shares
of 0.38 percent in Rajasthan,
0.94 percent in Chhattisgarh
and 0.43 percent in Madhya
Pradesh and all its candidates
lost their security deposits.
AAP had contested more than
200 seats in MP,Rajasthan and
Chhattisgarh. The party has
fielded 70 candidates in MP, 88
in Rajasthan and 57 in
Chhattisgarh. Delhi Chief
Minister Arvind Kejriwal
alongwith Punjab Chief
Minister Bhagwant Mann have
addressed over dozen of rallies
in these three states. Kejriwal
had promised free electricity,
water and education during the
campaign.  As per EC’s website,
Sikar where Kejriwal carried
out road show just before elec-
tion and AAP had claimed
50,000 people gathered, it

received only 555 votes there,
out of total 2.25 lakh votes cast-
ed. NOTA got here 695 votes.
Data showed NOTA votes in
Chhattisgarh were 1.30 percent,
which is more than AAP, CPI,
CPI( ML) LJP, LJPRV and JCC
which contested assembly polls
in the state.  The JCC got 1.26
percent, AAP 0.93 percent,
CPI 0.42 percent, CPI( ML)
0.05 percent  and LJPRV 0.01
percent. 
In Madhya Pradesh, NOTA
votes were 0. 99 percent which
more than votes share of AAP,
AIFB, AIMIM, CPI, CPI ( M),
Janata Dal ( U) and Samajwadi
Party. Data showed AAP got
vote share of 0.44 percent,
AIMIM 0.12 percent, AIFB 00
percent, CPI 0.03 percent, CPI(
M) 0.02 percent, Janata Dal (
U) 0.02 percent, SP 0.43 per-
cent and LJPRV 0 percent. In
2018 NOTA votes were 1.5 per
cent of the total counted votes
in MP.
In Rajasthan, NOTA votes
were 0.96 percent , more than
votes of AAP, AIMIM, CPI,
CPI( M), CPI ( ML), JNJP,
LJPRV, SHS  and SP. AAP
polled 0.37 percent, AIMIM
0.01 percent, CPI 0.04 per-
cent, CPI (M) 0.97 percent,
CPI(ML) 0.01 percent, JNJP
0.15 percent, SHS 0.14 per-
cent, SP 0.01 percent, and
LJPRV 0 percent. The NOTA
votes in Rajasthan elections
were 1.3 per cent in 2018.
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From Page 1
Sources said the Opposition leaders would now plan joint ral-
lies that were put on hold due to the Assembly elections. One
such rally planned in the first week of October in Bhopal was
cancelled at the last moment. Talks on seat-sharing between
regional outfits would also gain momentum now, they said.
The Congress never invited or consulted any of its allies in the

INDIA Bloc even though socialist parties have historically had
a presence in these States, said Tyagi, attacking the party’s lead-
ership of calling off a proposed rally on the Opposition alliance
in Bhopal in the run up to the elections. “It is very necessary now
for everyone to strengthen the INDIA Bloc. 
If the alliance meeting was called a couple of months earlier, it
would have been good,” he said.

From Page 1
While in their campaign led by
Rahul Gandhi, the Congress
had promised financial assis-
tance of �1,500 to women
under Nari Samman Nidhi if
voted to power, Chouhan
rolled out the Ladli Behna
scheme by providing �1,000
per month to women. He
promised to hike the assistance
to �3,000 in tranches and
implemented a �250 monthly
hike.
While former Congress CM
Kamal Nath addressed one to
two election meetings daily
during the campaign,
Chouhan addressed an average
of eight to ten rallies every day
to garner support for the BJP.
Chouhan won from Budhni
seat for a sixth time by defeat-
ing Congress’ actor-turned-
politician Vikram Mastal by a
margin of 1,04,974 votes.
Chouhan, the longest serving
CM of MP, first won from
Budhni Assembly seat in 1990,
before winning a bypoll in
2006 and retaining the seat in
2008,2013 and 2018. Chouhan
was also Lok Sabha MP from
Vidisha in 1991, 1996, 1998,
1999 and 2004.

From Page 1
Also, the CPI(M) and Bhartiya
Tribal Party (BTP) have two
seats each and RLD one. There
are 13 independents in the
outgoing Assembly and two
seats (Udaipur and Karanpur)
are vacant.
Raje said people have rejected
the “misgovernance” by the
Congress and accepted her
party’s ‘suraaj’ (good gover-
nance). The former CM, who
won the Jhalrapatan Assembly
constituency by a margin of
53,193 votes, said the imminent
victory also gave a chance to
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
to serve the people after the
Lok Sabha polls in 2024.
Celebrations broke out at the
BJP’s national as well as State
headquarters as the party
crossed the majority-mark.
Groups of women workers
raised slogans hailing Modi.
Union Minister Gajendra Singh
Shekhawat took a dig at Gehlot,
saying his “magic” was over.
“The ‘magic’ has ended and
Rajasthan has come out of the
spell of the magician. People
have voted for the honour of
women and for the welfare of
the poor,” he said. Gehlot’s
father performed magic shows,
and the CM has said in the past

that he assisted in some.
Four of seven BJP MPs who
fought the Rajasthan Assembly
elections won their respective
seats while three others lost the
polls. BJP’s Lok Sabha MPs
Diya Kumari (Vidhyadhar
Nagar), Rajyavardhan Rathore
(Jhotwara), and Baba Balak
Nath (Tijara), and Rajya Sabha
MP Kirodi Lal Meena (Sawai
Madhopur) were declared win-
ners. Nagaur MP and Rashtriya
Loktantrik Party (RLP) con-
vener Hanuman Beniwal was
also leading from Khinswar
Assembly seat.
The three BJP MPs who lost the
Assembly polls included
Narendra Kumar (Mandawa
seat), Bhagirath Choudhary
(Kishangarh) and Devji Patel
(Sanchore).  Devji Patel was
defeated by BJP rebel Jiva Ram
Chaudhary who contested as
an independent candidate.
Congress candidate and min-
ister Sukhram Vishnoi secured
second position on Sanchore
seat. While Narendra Kumar
was defeated by Congress can-
didate Rita Chaudhary by a
margin of 18,717, Bhagirath
Choudhary secured third posi-
tion in Kishangarh con-
stituency where Congress can-
didate Vikash Choudhary won.
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On World Disability Day on
Sunday, activists from the

sector have called for state-wise
census as well as Central/State
sponsored health insurance for
the people with disabilities
(PwDs) in line with Ayushman
Bharat- National Health
Protection Mission among oth-
ers so as to ensure their equal
participation in the policy mak-
ing and welfare schemes in the
country.
“The lack of comprehensive
and reliable data is a glaring
obstacle in the pursuit of inclu-
sivity. We have been empha-
sizing on the immediate neces-
sity for robust mechanisms to
collect disaggregated disability
data. Without this foundation,
efforts are compromised, akin
to navigating in the dark,”
lamented Arman Ali, Executive
Director, the National Centre
for Promotion of Employment
for Disabled People
(NCPEDP).
He asserted that the
Government’s measures must
echo with the theme of the year,
‘United in action to rescue
and achieve the SDGs for, with,
and by persons with disabili-
ties… moving beyond mere
rhetoric to concrete actions,
emphasizing the need for accu-
rate data, and fostering true
participation.
Ali also expressed dismay at the

recent exclusion of disability-
related inquiries from the
National Family Health Survey
(NFHS) survey, saying it is not
only a cause for concern but a
contradiction to the SDG 2030
agenda.
Thilakam Rajendran, Founder
Director of NEDAR
Foundation, India’s first net-
work of entrepreneurs with
disabilities and virtual incu-
bator called for including the
invisible contributors in the
government schemes as they
have been making silent con-
tributions in terms of jobs and
national wealth as any other
startups in the country.
“However,  even the
Government’s much sought
after Stand-Up India pro-
gramme does not find entre-
preneurs with disabilities eli-
gible in the scheme,” she said
adding that presently the
scheme supports aspiring
entrepreneurs from sched-
uled castes, scheduled tribes,
and women across the coun-
try.
Anil Joshi, an IT expert who

has served four terms as Board
Member of National Trust and
is a father of a daughter having
Down Syndrome was of the
opinion that people having
benchmark disabilities as elab-
orated in the PwD Act should
be provided all the facilities
whether education or employ-
ment so as to ensure inclusive
society.
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Ahead of  the State
Assembly elections, held in
two phases on November 7
and 17, the Congress party
was a divided house in
Chhattisgarh but it tried to
gloss over the differences by
elevating State Minister T S
Singh Deo, the main chal-
lenger to CM Bhupesh
Baghel, as the Deputy Chief
Minister in June this year.

The BJP, on the other
hand, went into the elections
without a clear candidate for
the CM’s post. 

In the 2018 elections, the
Congress had ended the BJP’s
15-year run to come to power,
and Bhupesh Baghel became
the CM.Not only
Chhattisgarh, the running
feud for five years in between
Kamal Nath and Digvijaya
Singh in Madhya Pradesh
and an open war of words
between Ashok Gehlot and
Sachin Pilot were among the
big factors that went against
the Congress while the BJP
focused on its ideology more
followed by State suited
schemes as announcements.
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In a bid to earn revenue, the
Municipal Corporation of

Delhi (MCD) will soon be
leasing out office space in its
newly built office complex in
Karkardooma in East Delhi.
The State-of-the-art premium
office complex, located in the
Karkardooma Institutional
area, comprises three blocks
i.e. A, B, and C, and is con-
structed over a plot size of
22,918 sq metre.
“All three blocks are ready to
be leased out by the
Corporation. Among them,
Block A has Ground + 5
floors with a carpet area of
17480 sq ft while Block B has
Basement + 5 floors with a
carpet area of 22391 sq ft.
Block C is a 12-story building
having a carpet area of more
than 1 lakh sq ft. The carpet
area so calculated is exclusive
of basements. Block B has one
basement while Block C has

two basements, having ample
parking facility,” MCD said in
a statement.
The of f ice complex is
equipped with all modern
amenities like air-condition-
ing, power backup, firefight-

ing systems and CCTV sur-
veillance apart from 190 KLD
Sewerage Treatment Plant.
The civic body has proposed
to lease office spaces to inter-
ested Central/State govern-
ment departments or Public

Sector Undertakings (PSUs)
for a period of thirty years.
“The Corporation has recent-
ly approved the minimum
rent of the office complex at
Rs.  115 per sq f t  with
enhancement @ 7% per
annum on compounding
basis i.e. 21% at the end of
every three years,” it said.
Few central government
departments have expressed
their interest for office space
at the complex. 
According to officials, the
civic body will be writing to
other central government
Departments/PSUs/State
Government regarding avail-
ability of office space at
Karkardooma Institutional
Area. It will sign a lease
agreement with the
G o v e r n m e n t
Department/Agency/PSUs
which offer the best rate over
and above the floor rate of Rs.
115/- per sq ft fixed by the
Corporation.
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Several joint teams of the
police and forest depart-

ments have been formed to
catch the leopard that was
recently spotted in Delhi’s
Sainik Farm area, officials said
on Sunday.
The residents of the area have
been advised to remain indoors
and call the police immediate-
ly if they come to know of any
movement of the animal, a
senior officer said.
Meanwhile, the police along

with the forest department are
trying to catch the wild animal,
the officer added.
After the leopard was spotted

in the Sainik Farm area on
December 2, two trap cages
were set up to capture the big
cat.   According to Subodh
Kumar, a beat officer from the
forest department (Asola Bhatti
Wildlife Sanctuary), two teams
have been deployed to cage the
animal.
Officials had said that they got
a call about the leopard being
spotted at night. With the help
of the police, they conducted a
search at 9.30 am and spotted
the animal near a farmhouse. 
On December 2 evening, the

staff of Neb Sarai police station
made announcements request-
ing people to stay inside their
homes. 
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The national capital recorded
a minimum temperature of

10 degrees Celsius on Sunday, a
notch above the season’s average,
the Indian Meteorological
Department (IMD) said.
The IMD has predicted a main-

ly clear sky and shallow fog on
Sunday. It has predicted dense
fog in the city from December
5-9. 

Delhi’s relative humidity on
Sunday was noted at 100 per
cent on 8.30 am with no rainfall
recorded in the last 24 hours, the
weather office said.
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Aman was arrested and a
minor apprehended after a

brief exchange of fire on
Sunday for allegedly opening
fire outside the house of a scrap
dealer in northeast Delhi’s
Welcome area as part of an
extortion bid, police said.
The accused were nabbed from
Yamuna Khadar near the
metro yard, they said.
A complaint was received on
November 28 that two scoot-
er-borne assailants opened fire
outside the house of Abrar
Ahmed (45). No one was
injured in the incident and
three bullet shells were recov-

ered from the spot, Deputy
Commissioner of Police
(northeast) Joy Tirkey said.
Later, Ahmed told police that
he received a call and the
caller, who claimed to be call-

ing on behalf of the Hashim
Baba gang, demanded Rs 50
lakh from him, the DCP said.
Around 3:20 am on Sunday, a
police team intercepted the two
accused based on a tip-off,

Tirkey said.
“When the two were signalled
to stop, they abandoned their
scooter and tried to flee in the
dark. One of them, who was
later identified as Akki, opened

fire at the police team. The
police team retaliated and Akki
sustained a bullet injury in his
right leg.
“The police team arrested Akki
and apprehended a minor after
a brief chase. 
We have also recovered two
pistols from them,” the DCP
said.
Akki was taken to the hospital
for treatment, he added.
During interrogation, Akki
told police that he is a close
associate of the Hashim Baba
gang. 
He was involved in a number
of criminal cases, including
those of murder and extortion,
Tirkey said. 
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Marriage lawns and ban-
quet halls in Noida have

been asked to keep the volume
of music during weddings
within permissible limits,
police officials said on Sunday.
They have also been asked to
step up the security on their
premises and make sure that
CCTV cameras are functional,
the officials said.
According to an estimate by the
Confederation of All India
Traders (CAIT), around 17,000
weddings are expected across
Noida and Greater Noida this
season. The development
comes after a 55-year-old man
was shot dead by his relative

during a wedding at a farm-
house in the Bisrakh area near
here on November 27.
The accused, who used his
licensed revolver to kill his
daughter’s father-in-law fol-
lowing an argument, was
arrested and sent to jail.
“We have asked marriage lawns
and banquet halls to ensure
music is played within the per-

missible limits and loudspeak-
ers are not used after 11 pm, as
per guidelines,” Deputy
Commissioner of Police
(Noida) Harish Chander told
PTI. Similarly, instructions
have been issued to them to
check their security apparatus
and make sure installations
like CCTV cameras are prop-
erly working, he said.
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The BJP tightened its stran-
glehold in the Hindi heart-

land with Assembly victories
in Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan
and Chhattisgarh while the
Congress ousted BRS from
Telangana on Sunday, the
three-one poll score setting the
stage for the 2024 General
Elections. Together, the five
states have 84 Lok Sabha seats
- Madhya Pradesh with 29,
Chhattisgarh 11, Rajasthan
25, Telangana 17 and Mizoram
two.
While the saffron party
retained Madhya Pradesh with
a projected decisive win, it
wrested Rajasthan and
Chhattisgarh from the
Congress. Congress lost those
two states but won Telangana
from the Bharat Rashtra
Samithi (BRS), the upset in the
southern state giving the grand
old party at least something to
celebrate.
BJP’s Chhattisgarh manifesto,

for instance, titled “Modi’s
Guarantees”, promised annu-
al financial assistance to mar-
ried women and landless agri-
cultural labourers, paddy pro-
curement at Rs 3,100 per quin-
tal and cooking gas cylinder at
Rs 500 to poor families. “The
election results show people
accept Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s guarantee of
delivering on guarantees,”
Union Minister Pralhad Joshi
said.
Joshi, who was BJP’s election-
in-charge for Rajasthan, also
took a dig at the Congress and
the promises it made in the
run up to the elections.
“People have blessed BJP in
three states, endorsed Prime
Minister Modi’s leadership
and rejected Congress’ false
promises,” Joshi said.
For the Congress, looking for
political revival, and the BRS,
it was time to take stock ahead
of the general elections just six
months away.
“Congress’ performance in
Madhya Pradesh,

Chhattisgarh, Rajasthan
assembly polls disappointing,”
said party chief Mallikarjun
Kharge, adding that it will

overcome temporary setbacks
and prepare fully for Lok
Sabha polls along with its
partners in the INDIA alliance.

The elections, which set the
momentum for the 2024 polls
and threw up clear, unam-
biguous mandates in all four

states, saw the BJP and the
Congress go head to head in
Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan
and Chhattisgarh. And
Telangana was a direct contest
between the Congress and the
BRS.
Madhya Pradesh rang the vic-
tory bell loud for the BJP by
giving it another term in
power with the party winning
or leading in 166 seats out of
230, well over the halfway
mark, and the Congress trail-
ing at 63.
“Our Prime Minister Narendra
Modi ji is in the hearts of the
people of Madhya Pradesh.
The state is also in the heart of
Modi ji,” said four-term Chief
Minister Shivraj Singh
Chouhan. The BJP has been in
power in the state for 18 years.
Basking in his hour of glory, he
said the state government
implemented schemes like the
Ladli Lakshmi and Ladli
Behna and a lot of work was
done for the welfare of farm-
ers, poor people and youth.
Veteran Congress leader

Kamal Nath, who had pro-
jected himself as the next
chief minister, was leading in
his own seat Chhindwara but
failed to steer his party to vic-
tory.
While the saffron party was
way to register 115 seats in
Rajasthan, Congress was at 69.
Voting was held in 199 seats as
polling in one was put off due
to the death of a candidate.
Congress, driven by faction-
alism, was helmed by Ashok
Gehlot in the state with his
deputy Sachin Pilot the chal-
lenger.
Taking a swipe at Gehlot,
born into a family of magi-
cians, Union minister
Gajendra Singh Shekhawat
said the magic has ended and
people have voted for the hon-
our of women and for the wel-
fare of the poor. 
“The way we are moving
towards a huge majority in the
states of Madhya Pradesh,
Rajasthan and Chhattisgarh, it
is clear that the people trust
Modi’s guarantee and has

rejected the Congress’ gim-
micks (nautanki). Modi magic
is the real magic and every
other magician has failed,”
added BJP spokesperson
Shehzad Poonawalla.
Chhattisgarh too came as a
surprise for many Congress
leaders who were hoping for
another stint in power in the
state. The day began with
both parties neck and neck
but, as counting continued, the
BJP consolidated its lead and
won or was ahead in 57 seats
and the Congress in 33 in the
90-member house.
Senior BJP leader Raman
Singh told reporters in Raipur
that the people had rejected
Chief Minister Bhupesh
Baghel. 
Echoing his party colleagues,
he said the people had demon-
strated their faith in Modi’s
work and guarantees and not
in Baghel’s promises. BRS
working president K T Rama
Rao congratulated the
Congress for great Telangana
win. 
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All the talk about the BJP
looking at an alternative

leadership in Madhya Pradesh
receded into the background
on a day Chief Minister
Shivraj Singh Chouhan made
a strong statement about his
popular acceptability as the
party appeared set to retain
power with a stunning two-
thirds majority. The BJP had
chosen to head into the
Assembly polls without nam-
ing a chief ministerial face in
any of the states.
While Chouhan has emerged
as a favourite to remain at the
helm in MP despite the pres-
ence of some challengers, the
leadership race is wide open in
Chhattisgarh and Rajasthan,
two states where the BJP has
snatched power from the
Congress.
Many possible contenders for
the top job across the three
Hindi-speaking states have
not contested the assembly
polls but this may not be a fac-
tor as the party has in the past
placed its trust in leaders who
were not a member of state

assemblies, such as Yogi
Adityanath in 2017.
Union ministers Narendra
Singh Tomar, who contested
from Dimani assembly assem-
by seat, and Jyotiraditya
Scindia have long been seen as

chief ministerial aspirants in
Madhya Pradesh.
In Rajasthan, political watch-
ers believe a comfortable
majority for the BJP means
that the party leadership may
turn to a new face as its chief

ministerial  choice,  even
though two-term former chief
minister Vasundhara Raje is a
natural contender due to her
stature and sizeable support
base.
Union ministers Gajendra

Singh Shekhawat and Arjun
Ram Meghwal, state party
president C P Joshi, Diya
Kumari, who was among the
more prominent faces during
the campaign, and Mahant
Balaknath are being talked
about as probables.
That Meghwal comes from
Scheduled Castes and
Balaknath is a Yadav, the most
numerous OBC community in
Hindi-speaking states, and a
Hindutva face is seen as an
advantage for them. BJP
sources said someone like
Lok Sabha Speaker Om Birla,
who has been a three-term
MLA and enjoys the confi-
dence of the party leader-
ship, will also be a natural
contender.
With the next Lok Sabha polls
merely four months away, the
party is likely to factor in the
larger social narrative in pick-
ing its chief ministerial choic-
es in the three states, a view
which may be handicap for
someone like Shekhawat in
Rajasthan as he is a Rajput, the
caste both Uttar Pradesh CM
Yogi Adityanath and
Uttarakhand CM Pushkar
Singh Dhami come from.

This also favours someone
like Chouhan, the only chief
minister from the OBC com-
munity in the BJP and a pop-
ular one at that. 
However, some party leaders
also pointed out that the
results underscore the wider
support for Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s agenda
across the states and the ver-
dict should be seen in that
context,  a lthough in
Telangana it remains a distant
third despite its vote share and
seat tally improving from a
low base.
“The mandate gives the party
leadership a free hand in
deciding on chief ministers on
all three states,” a senior leader
said, without going into
names.
In Chhattisgarh, former chief
minister Raman Singh, state
BJP president Arun Kumar
Sao, leader of opposition
Dharamlal Kaushik and for-
mer IAS off icer O P
Chaudhary are seen by polit-
ical watchers as among the
contenders for the top job.
Except for Singh, all three
leaders come from the Other
Backward Classes (OBC).
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With the BJP emerging vic-
torious in three out of the

four States the results of which
were declared on Sunday, the
party will now be in power in
12 States on its own, while the
Congress, the second largest
national party, will come down
to three after losing Rajasthan
and Chhattisgarh. The Aam
Aadmi Party, with its govern-
ment in Delhi and Punjab, is
third among national parties.
The BJP, which rules the cen-
tre, is in power in Uttarakhand,
Haryana, Uttar Pradesh,
Gujarat, Goa, Assam, Tripura,
Manipur, Arunachal Pradesh,
and is all set to get Madhya
Pradesh back and snatch
Rajasthan and Chhattisgarh
from the Congress after today’s
vote count.
Besides, BJP is also part of the
ruling coalition in four states -
Maharashtra, Meghalaya,
Nagaland, and Sikkim.
The Congress will now be in

power in three states on its own
- Karnataka, Himachal
Pradesh, and Telangana, where
it’s on its way to victory, defeat-
ing its closest rival, the ruling
Bharat Rashtra Samithi (BRS).
The Congress is also part of the
ruling coalition in Bihar and
Jharkhand and is an ally of the
DMK which rules Tamil Nadu,
however, it is not a part of the
state government. The results
also consolidated AAP’s posi-
tion as a major Opposition
party, making it the second
biggest Opposition party with
government in two states, as
Congress’ share declined. “After

today’s results, Aam Aadmi
Party emerges as the largest
opposition party in north India
with two state governments -
Punjab and Delhi,” AAP leader
Jasmine Shah said.
India, at present, has six nation-
al parties - BJP, Congress,
Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP),
CPI(M), National People’s
Party (NPP), and AAP.
The next round of assembly
polls will be held in 2024,
when Sikkim, Arunachal
Pradesh, Odisha, and Andhra
Pradesh will go to polls.
Assembly polls are also pend-
ing for Jammu and Kashmir.
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Suffering defeats in Madhya
Pradesh, Chhattisgarh and

Rajasthan, the Congress on
Sunday recalled that 20 years
ago it had lost the three states
while winning only Delhi but
bounced back in the 2004 Lok
Sabha polls, and said it prepares
for the forthcoming general
election with hope and a firm
sense of resolve.
While Congress lost two states
but won Telangana from the
Bharat Rashtra Samithi (BRS),
the upset in the southern state
giving the grand old party at
least something to celebrate.
Congress president Mallikarjun
Kharge said the party’s perfor-
mance in the assembly polls in
Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan
and Chhattisgarh was disap-
pointing and added it would
overcome the “temporary set-
backs” and prepare fully for the
Lok Sabha elections along with
INDIA bloc partners. He
thanked the people of
Telangana, where the party is
on course to dislodge the BRS
from power and form the gov-
ernment.
“We humbly accept mandate

of Madhya Pradesh,
Chhattisgarh and Rajasthan -
battle of ideology will contin-
ue. Thankful to people of
Telangana, we will definitely
fulfil promise of making
‘Prajalu Telangana’,” said former
Congress president Rahul
Gandhi on Congress’ assembly
poll win in the state. Rahul

campaigned extensively in
Telangana where the party also
claimed the results bore fruits
of his Bharat Jodo Yatra.
Congress general secretary
Priyanka Gandhi Vadra hailed
the Congress’ victory in
Telangana. She said the people
of Telangana have created his-
tory and given the mandate in
favour of the Congress party.
“This is the victory of the peo-
ple of the state and every work-
er of the Congress Party. Thank
you from the bottom of my
heart to the people of
Telangana. Congress party is
committed to peace, prosper-
ity and progress in Telangana,”
she said in statement. “The
people of Rajasthan, Madhya
Pradesh and Chhattisgarh have
assigned the role of opposition
to the Congress Party. Humbly
accept people’s decision,”
Priyanka Gandhi said.
Congress chief spokesman
Jairam Ramesh said, “Exactly
20 years ago, the Indian
National Congress had lost the
state elections in Chhattisgarh,
Madhya Pradesh and
Rajasthan, while winning only
Delhi. But within a few months,
the party bounced back and
went on to emerge as the sin-
gle largest party in the Lok
Sabha polls and formed the
government at the Centre.” “It
is with hope, confidence and a
firm sense of resolve and
resilience that the Congress
prepares for the forthcoming
Lok Sabha polls. Judega Bharat,
Jeetega INDIA!” Ramesh post-
ed on social media.
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Poll strategist  Sunil
Kanugolu has yet again

proven to be the man with the
Midas touch, plotting the
Congress’ amazing turn-
around in Telangana months
after being the architect of the
grand old party’s return to
power in Karnataka.
Kanugolu was largely credit-
ed for shaping the Congress’
win in Karnataka and was
later accorded Cabinet rank in
the Siddaramaiah govern-
ment.  This time, Kanugolu
along with PCC chief A
Revanth Reddy formed a for-
midable pair to chalk out the
Congress’ strategy to pull
down the K Chandrashekhar
Rao-led BRS government that

was eying a third term in the
southern state.
Kanugolu had also made for-
ays in Rajasthan and Madhya
Pradesh following a directive
from the party’s central lead-
ership but regional satraps
Ashok Gehlot and Kamal
Nath reportedly were not on
the same page as the poll
strategist.
Ahead of the Rajasthan elec-
tions, Kanugolu had made an
assessment about the
winnability of probable can-
didates but Gehlot reported-
ly did not agree to his sug-
gestions and brought in
Naresh Arora’s Designboxed
to construct the Congress
government’s narrative in the
run-up to the assembly polls.
Sources say that the success of
Kanugolu in Karnataka and

Telangana was the result of the
free hand given to him and
allowing his team to work
freely.
Kanugolu, who hails from
Karnataka and is in his early
40s, has been considered
largely as the brain behind the
Congress’  narrative in
Karnataka with the ‘PayCM’

campaign against the BJP. In
the run-up to the polls in
Telangana, he highlighted the
alleged corruption of the K
Chandrashekhar Rao dispen-
sation as part of Congress’
campaign that seemed to have
struck a chord with the peo-
ple.
The campaigns run by the

Congress in Karnataka and
Telangana have been very
similar as both highlighted the
alleged graft of the ruling
dispensation and projected
welfare guarantees that
seemed to have struck an
instant connection with the
public.
Interestingly, Kanugolu has
also been involved in several
BJP poll campaigns in the
past. In 2018, he worked with
the BJP in Karnataka and the
party managed to become the
single largest party with 104
seats. He had also worked on
Narendra Modi’s campaign
in 2014, as well as the party’s
political campaigns in Uttar
Pradesh and Gujarat.
Kanugolu, a former consultant
with McKinsey, was also asso-
ciated with DMK chief MK

Stalin and oversaw the party’s
‘Namakku Naame’ (we are for
ourselves) campaign during
the 2019 Lok Sabha elections.
In 2021, he also worked with
AIADMK against the DMK
and led the party to win 75
seats in the Tamil Nadu
assembly elections.
Kanugolu had joined the
Congress last year and worked
closely with the Karnataka
campaign. He is also credited
with strategising Rahul
Gandhi’s  cross-countr y
‘Bharat Jodo Yatra’ from
Kanyakumari to Kashmir last
year.  Having delivered
Karnataka and Telangana to
the Congress, Kanugolu is
likely to be given more
responsibilities by the party in
the run-up to the Lok Sabha
polls.
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Prime Minister Narendra
Modi on Sunday hailed

BJP’s big win in the Assembly
polls as a victory for his
Government’s agenda of self-
reliant India, asserting that its
hat-trick in the states is a
guarantee of its hat-trick of
Lok Sabha poll wins in 2024.
“The results show popular
support for our battle against
corruption,” he told a crowd
of cheering supporters at the
BJP headquarters  here,
adding that they have served
a lesson to the Congress and
the opposition’s INDIA bloc
that mere collecting some
dynasts on dais may make for
a good photograph but cannot
win people’s confidence. 
Voters have delivered a warn-
ing to these parties involved
in corruption to mend their
ways or people will finish
them off, he said. No one
should come in between the
Centre’s development and
people, or the masses will

remove them, Modi said in a
stinging attack on opposi-
tion parties. Some people are
already saying our hat-trick in
the states is a guarantee of
hat-trick in the Lok Sabha
polls in 2024, he said. 
He told opposition parties to
not support those working
against the country’s interests
at a time when development

is taking place at a fast pace.
Addressing a big gathering of
BJP members, including
many Union ministers, Modi
said these results will ensure
the world’s belief in India
and infuse more confidence
into global investors for the
country. It shows that people
are increasingly supporting
our agenda for a developed

India, he said, adding that the
world is watching that people
are voting for a stable gov-
ernment which enjoys a
strong majority. 
People can dist inguish
between selfish politics and
the politics of national inter-
est, Modi said, asserting that
they have realised that a
strong BJP leads to the devel-

opment of the country and
every family.  
He reiterated that women,
youth, the poor and farmers
are the four biggest castes and
their empowerment will lead
to the country’s empower-
ment. 
Noting that most members of
Other Backward Classes and
Scheduled Tribes belong to
these categories, he said they
have endorsed policies and
roadmap presented by the
BJP.   
Every farmer, young voter
and the poor and deprived are
saying that they have won,
Modi said, adding that the
youth looking for a better
future and every citizen want-
ing a developed India by 2047
is feeling successful following
the poll results. 
“I want to tell you with full
honesty that your dream is my
resolve,” he said, noting how
the country’s infrastructure is
undergong a transformation
while its economy remains
the fastest growing in the
world.
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With the BJP’s over-
whelming results in
three out of four

states assembly polls, the party’s
Karnataka unit chief B Y
Vijayendra said on Sunday that
the party will win all the 28
seats in the state in the Lok
Sabha elections in 2024.
Addressing reporters,
Vijayendra said people have
once again expressed their
desire to see Narendra Modi as
the prime minister of the coun-
try through these election
results.
‘We will win all the 28 seats
from Karnataka in the upcom-
ing Lok Sabha elections,’
Vijayendra, son of former chief
minister B S Yediyurappa, said.
People were calling the elec-

tions in five states as semi-
finals. It is now very clearly vis-
ible there is a ‘BJP Tsunami’ in
the country, the Shikaripur
MLA said.

He was confident that Modi
will return to power for the
third time at the Centre in the
Lok Sabha elections, which
may take place in April or May.

Taking a swipe at the ruling
Congress in Karnataka, he said,
‘The significant part of this
election is that people are
expecting the safety of the
country and not the guarantee
of baits to grab power.
Congress has also realised this.’
Vijayendra alleged that the
Congress came to power in
Karnataka by luring people on
the pretext of five guarantees,
but now people are repenting.
The BJP was racing towards
power in Madhya Pradesh,
Rajasthan and Chhattisgarh
while the Congress was poised
to form a government in neigh-
bouring Telangana where
counting of votes is underway
today.
The counting of votes for the
Mizoram elections will be held
on Monday. 
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Rajasthan Chief Minister
Ashok Gehlot on Sunday

said the assembly poll results
were ‘unexpected for every-
one’ and added the party
humbly accepted the peo-
ple’s mandate.
The BJP was appeared set to
win the assembly polls in
Rajasthan, defeating the
Congress. 
According to latest available
trends, the BJP won 52 seats
and was ahead in 63, while
the Congress won 26 and was
leading in 43. In a post on X,
Gehlot said, ‘We humbly
accept the mandate given by
the people of Rajasthan. 
This is an unexpected result
for everyone. 
This defeat shows that we
were not completely success-
ful in taking our plans, laws
and innovations to the pub-
lic.’
‘I wish the new government

all the best. My advice to
them is that despite working
hard, we were not successful,
it does not mean that they
should not work after form-
ing the government,’ he said.

He said all the schemes
introduced by the Congress
government in the past five
years, including the old pen-

sion scheme and the
Chiranjeevi health insurance
scheme, should be taken for-
ward by the next govern-
ment.

‘I thank all the Congress
workers who worked hard in
this election and express my
gratitude to all the voters
who believed in us,’ he said. 
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Elaborate arrangements
have been made for the

counting of votes for the
assembly elections in
Mizoram, which saw a three-
way fight between the ruling
MNF, the ZPM and the
Congress, on Monday.
The counting was supposed to
happen on Sunday along with
Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan,
Chhattisgarh and Telangana.
However, it was deferred by
the Election Commission fol-
lowing appeals by political
parties, NGOs, churches and
students’ bodies as Sunday
holds a special significance for
the people of Mizoram, a
Christian-majority state.
The state’s Additional Chief
Electoral Officer H Lianzela

told PTI that the counting will
begin in all 13 centres at 8 am
amid tight security.

One counting hall has been
set up for each of the 40
assembly seats at these 13

centres, he said.
Postal ballots will be counted
first, and from 8.30 am, the

votes polled in the EVMs will
be counted, he added. 
Besides three counting cen-
tres in the Aizawl district,
which has 12 assembly con-
stituencies, one centre each
has been set up in the 10 other
districts, Lianzela said.
In some of the seats that have
a lesser number of voters,
only two rounds of counting
will be held, but in most of the
constituencies, five rounds
will be counted, he said. 
More than 4,000 personnel
will be involved in the count-
ing process. In all, there will
be 399 tables for the EVMs
and 56 for the counting of
postal ballots, he said.
Polling was held on
November 7, and over 80 per
cent of the state’s 8.57 lakh
voters exercised their fran-

chise. A total of 174 candi-
dates, including 18 women,
were in the fray.
The MNF, ZPM and Congress
contested 40 seats each, while
the BJP fielded candidates in
13 seats. The Aam Aadmi
Party (AAP), which contested
the assembly polls here for the
first time, fought in four seats.
Also, there were 17
Independent candidates. 
Some exit polls have predict-
ed a clean sweep by the ZPM,
but the majority indicated a
hung House with no party
getting a clear majority.
In the last assembly elections,
held in 2018, the MNF had
won 26 seats and the ZPM
secured eight seats, relegating
the Congress that bagged five
seats to the third place. The
BJP had won one seat.
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Congress leader Praveen
Chakravarty triggered a

controversy Sunday with his
remarks that the south-north
boundary line is getting
‘thicker and clearer’, as the
party edged out the BRS in
Telangana to register a second
win in the southern region
where the BJP is not in power
in a single state.
Chakravarty, however, delet-
ed his post on X as it drew
sharp reactions from various
quarters, with BJP leaders
accusing the Congress of pro-
moting divisive politics. 
The Congress is facing defeat
in three Hindi heartland
states of Madhya Pradesh,
Rajasthan and Chhattisgarh at
the hands of the BJP. These

went to assembly pol ls
between November 7 and 30
along with Telangana and
votes were counted on
Sunday. ‘The South-North
boundary line getting thick-
er and clearer!’ Chakravarty,
who is the chairman of the
Professionals’ Congress and
the party’s data analytics
department, posted on X
along with a picture cap-
tioned ‘South Vs North’. These
have been deleted.
Congress MP from Tamil
Nadu Karti Chidambaram on
X only posted ‘the South’. 
Warning against posts such as
that of Chakravarty, Congress
sympathiser  Tehseen
Poonawala said that ‘just like
people did not like the abuse
of Sanatan Dharma, they
won’t tolerate the north-south

divide’. 
In a post on X, he said,
‘Warning: 
“The north-south divide will
backfire! Don’t indulge in it
and reduce the legacy of the
Congress, the first nationalist
and the oldest political party
of this great nation! Just like
people did not like the abuse
of Sanatan dharma, they won’t
tolerate the north-south
divide!’. 
Earlier this year, the Congress
wrested power from the BJP
in Karnataka.  With the
Telangana win it has strength-
ened its base in the south. The
Congress is in alliance with
the ruling DMK in Tamil
Nadu, but is not part of the
government there. 
Tagging Chakravarty’s post,
BJP general secretary B L

Santhosh hit back, saying that
‘Already Sir …!!! They always
keep two cards ready. Now
they have taken out second
card… Right from the draw-
ing room of ‘Bharat Jodo’
and ‘Mohabbat Ki Dukaan’…’ 
Santhosh also shared a
screenshot of Chakravarty’s
post on X. 
Kerala BJP president K
Surendran on X said that
after failing on their regular
capsules of ‘Hindu party, caste
politics, EVMs and freebies,
@INCIndia adopts the ‘south-
north’ separatist narrative,
echoed by the @cpimspeak.’
‘Ironically, these are the same
people behind ‘Bharat Jodo
Yatra’. @BJP4India’s southern
strength is clear: ruling in
Goa, Pondicherry; strong in
Karnataka;  r is ing in

Telangana; holding key Lok
Sabha seats. BJP will win
more seats in 2024, including
in Kerala,’ he said. 
C R Kesavan, the great grand-
son of noted freedom fighter
and India’s last governor gen-
eral C Rajagopalachari, who
left the Congress to join the
BJP earlier this year, said the
Congress’ ‘toxic plan is to
attack Bharat with north-
south divide’.
‘The dynastic Congress party’s
agenda to divide Bharat on
caste l ines and uproot
Sanatana dharma, has been
outrightly rejected by our
people. Now, their toxic plan
is to attack Bharat with north-
south divide. In 2024, the
Congress will be consigned to
the dustbin of history,’ the
leader from Tamil Nadu said. 
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The Election Commission
on Sunday ordered the

suspension of Telangana
Director General of Police
(DGP) Anjani Kumar for vio-
lation of the model code of
conduct as the counting of
votes was underway in the
state, sources said.

They said the DGP, along
with state police nodal officer
Sanjay Jain and nodal officer
(expenditure) Mahesh
Bhagwat,  met Anumula
Revanth Reddy, the state
Congress president and a can-
didate, with a bouquet of

flowers at his residence in
Hyderabad amid the counting
of votes.
The DGP opting to meet a

contesting candidate out of the
total of 2,290 and the star cam-
paigner of one political party
out of 16 political parties in
the fray was a clear indication
of mala fide intention of seek-
ing favour, sources said.
They said the poll panel has
ordered the suspension of
DGP Kumar.  The Congress
was set to oust the Bharat
Rashtra Samithi (BRS) from
power in Telangana, assembly
poll  results  and trends
showed.
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Union Minister Prahlad
Singh Patel said the

Bharatiya Janata Party’s stel-
lar show in Madhya Pradesh
and others states in the
Assembly polls was due to the
‘guarantees’ of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi. 
As per trends emerging after
initial rounds of counting of
votes, the BJP seems set to
wrest Rajasthan and
Chhattisgarh from the
Congress and emphatically
retain MP. 
‘The reason behind the BJP’s
good showing is due to Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s
guarantees, like his resolve for
welfare of the poor, empower-
ment of women, employment
for youth, respect and fair
prices to farmers,’ Patel said.
‘Development was the guaran-
tee of Modiji,’ said Patel, a Lok
Sabha MP who was fielded by
the party from Narsingpur.

He has a lead of 29,833 votes
over the Congress’ Lakhan
Singh Patel after 17 rounds of
counting. 
Hailing Union Home Minister
Amit Shah, Patel said the for-
mer’s toil and plan for the state
pulled off such a resounding
victory. 
‘Thanks to BJP chief JP Nadda
from the bottom of my heart.
He toured the entire country,’
Patel added. 

He said the Congress was
devoid of any development
model. 
‘The Congress does not have a
leader, leadership, and future
leadership. Such people can’t
win elections. The Congress
believed some people unhap-
py with the BJP would vote for
them. That was not possible,’ he
claimed. Patel is among the
probable chief ministerial can-
didates in the BJP.
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As the BJP looks to form
governments in three out

of four states where counting
of votes was underway on
Sunday, Assam Chief Minister
Himanta Biswa Sarma said
the mandate will set the tone
for the ruling alliance to win
over 350 seats in Lok Sabha
elections next year.
Sarma had extensively cam-
paigned in Rajasthan,
Chhattisgarh, Madhya Pradesh
and Telangana for the party in
October and November.
‘I bow down to the people for
giving us this mandate & reaf-
firming their faith in the lead-
ership of Hon’ble Prime
Minister Shri @narendramodi
ji. ‘These results will build a
momentum to secure 350+
seats in the Lok Sabha, ensur-
ing a third term for Adarniya
Modi ji,’ the chief minister
said in a post on X.
He said one can only feel hum-
bled and bow before the peo-
ple of India for giving such a
decisive mandate to the party.
‘Under the leadership of
@narendramodi Ji, India will
become a BiswaGuru and our

Sanatan will enlighten the
entire world. Jai Hind,’ Sarma
said in another post.
The BJP is racing towards
power in the states of Madhya
Pradesh, Rajasthan and
Chhattisgarh, while the
Congress is poised to oust the
BRS in Telangana in a crucial
electoral exercise ahead of Lok
Sabha polls just months away.
On Saturday night, Sarma said
the recent state elections were
like pilgrimages for him as he
travelled extensively in the
four states.
He, however, did not campaign
in the fifth state, Mizoram,
which also went to polls along
with the other four. Counting
of votes in Mizoram will take
place on Monday.

‘It was the first time in my
political career that I had trav-
eled extensively outside of the
North East region and
addressed 79 meetings and a
few road shows. I feel a sense
of rebirth as a proud BJP
Karyakarta,’ Sarma said in a
post on X.
He said that during his cam-
paign trail, he witnessed
tremendous love and affec-
tion for the prime minister.
‘I also observed unprecedent-
ed development of unparalleled
magnitudes. Poverty is rapid-
ly declining, and the living
standards have significantly
improved. India has truly
entered a new era. May the
Almighty always bless Bharat,’
Sarma added.
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Maharashtra Deputy Chief
Minister Devendra

Fadnavis on Sunday said the
BJP’s good showing in the
Assembly polls in Madhya
Pradesh, Rajasthan and
Chhattisgarh shows what is in
the heart of the people and
asserted there would be a
repeat in the Lok Sabha and
state polls here in 2024.
The BJP is all set to win in MP,
Rajasthan and Chhattisgarh
as per vote counting trends,
while the Congress is ahead in
Telangana.
Addressing a press conference
here, the BJP leader said the
party’s success is due to peo-
ple’s faith in Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and this win is
about the transparent devel-
opment agenda for the people
of the country.
‘The credit for this win goes

to Prime Minister Narendra
Modi. This is the result of his
name and fame. The credit also
goes to BJP president J P
Nadda, master strategist Amit
Shah and the national team,’
Fadnavis said.
He said the BJP’s vote share

has increased by 14 per cent in
Chhattisgarh, 8 per cent in
Madhya Pradesh and around
10 per cent in Telangana.
‘It is an unprecedented result.
In a way, it shows what is in
people’s hearts. It is a prelude
to what the Lok Sabha results
would be for the BJP and
NDA. Similarly, it also indi-
cates the people have rejected
the (opposition’s) INDIA
alliance and the agenda used
by Congress leader Rahul
Gandhi. Only Modiji is in the
hearts of people,’ Fadnavis
said.
Fadnavis further claimed the

Congress-led Indian National

Developmental Inclusive
Alliance would convene a
meeting and blame the EVMs
for the poll loss.
The atmosphere of victory is

seen in Maharashtra as well, as
the Mahayuti (ruling alliance
comprising BJP, Shiv Sena and
Ajit Pawar faction of NCP)
won two-thirds of the seats in
gram panchayat elections
recently.

Fadnavis said the BJP’s rise in
Telangana was commendable.
It has won three seats and was
leading on five there.
‘In the last Lok Sabha elections,
the BJP won four seats. In the
next Lok Sabha polls, the BJP
will be the number one party
in Telangana,’ he claimed.  ‘The
Congress has realised who the
real ‘panauti’ (someone who
jinxes a venture) is. I am cer-
tain they will never again use
this word against Modiji,’ he
said. 
Fadnavis also said while Modiji
constantly works for the peo-
ple, and his efforts are long-
lasting, events like the Bharat
Jodo Yatra of Rahul Gandhi
only create media buzz.
People have realised they have
made a mistake by electing the
Congress in Karnataka,
Fadnavis said, adding that the
BJP would win 20 Lok Sabha
seats there if polls are held now.
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Four of seven BJP MPs
who fought the Rajasthan

Assembly elections won their
respective seats while three
others lost the polls.
Rashtriya Loktantrik Party

(RLP) convener and Nagaur
MP Hanuman Beniwal also
won from the Khinwsar
assembly constituency by
defeating BJP candidate
Rewant Ram with a narrow
margin of 2,059 votes.
In the November 25 polls,

the BJP had f ielded
Rajsamand MP Diya Kumari,
Jaipur Rural  MP
Rajyavardhan Singh Rathore,
Ajmer MP Bhagirath
Choudhary, Alwar MP Baba
Balak Nath, Jhunjhunu MP
Narendra Kumar, Jalore MP
Devji Patel and Rajya Sabha
MP Kirodi Lal Meena. 
Diya Kumari, member of
erstwhile Jaipur royal family,
won Vidhyadhar Nagar seat
with a huge margin of 71,368

votes. 
She defeated Congress can-
didate Sitaram Agarwal.
Vidhyadhar Nagar seat was
held by former vice president
Bhairaon Singh Shekhawat’s
son-in-law Narpat Singh
Rajvi but he was shifted to
Chittorgarh in order to
accommodate Diya Kumari. 
However,  Rajvi  lost
Chittorgarh seat where BJP
rebel Chandrabhan Singh
Aakya won. Rajvi managed to
secure third position there.
Two-time MP and former
Union minister Rajyavardhan
Rathore won Jhotwara seat by
defeating Congress candidate
Abhishek Choudhary with a
margin of 50,167 votes.
Rathore, a retired army offi-
cer and former Olympian, is
BJP national spokesperson.
Alwar MP Baba Balak Nath,
who contested the elections
from Tijara seat, won with a
margin of 6,173 votes. He
defeated Congress candidate
Imran Khan.
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Henry Kissinger, the
US State Secretary
during the Richard

Nixon and Gerald Ford era,
who breathed his last on
Wednesday at the age of
100, was a popular person
in Kerala though he had
nothing to do with the State
and has not visited this part
of the country even once in
his lifetime.  
Kissinger, who is credited
with a new style and art of
diplomacy reigned supreme
during the peak of the Cold
War and was known as one
of the architects of the US-
China ties through Ping-
Pong (Chinese term for the
game of table tennis). The
diplomatic ties between US
and China got a shot in the
arm with the Ping-Pong
games between the two
countries and this paved the
way for the 1972 State visit
to China by President
Nixon.
The former State Secretary
was known for his talents to
make any unfriendly coun-
tries the friends of the US.
For him there were no per-
manent friends or enemies
but only permanent inter-
ests, that was the US com-
mercial and strategic inter-

ests. Full credit should be
given to Henry Kissinger for
his farsightedness and
visionary-like forecasts. It
was Kissinger who warned
the world about the
impending Islamic funda-
mentalism and terrorism
which would upset peace in
Asia and cause damage to
India.
While addressing the Davos
Symposium on 31 January
1980, Kissinger said: “The
problem of India has the
component that, for India,
the existence of a strong,
fundamentalist, Islamic
state presents problems of
its own internal cohesion
and may create its own
incentives for war. On the

other hand, if India is wor-
ried about our policies, it
must give some assurances,
other than rhetoric, that it
will not act in collusion
with the Soviet Union and
that it will not cooperate in
an attack on Pakistan,” said
Kissinger (Henry Kissinger:
For The Record).
Kissinger is also known as
the person who pointed out
the folly behind the Non-
Aligned Movement, which
he termed as a means to
strengthen the hegemony of
the then Soviet Union.
There was no denying his
hatred for socialism and
communism. The Kerala
media, which was quick in
reacting to international
developments, especially in
singing paeans to
Communism and comrades
in the USSR and China
portrayed Kissinger as a
villain. The party cadre,
despite their ignorance
about the stance of
Kissinger viz-a-viz the
socialist countries, did not
waste even a single oppor-
tunity to taunt and ridicule
the Nobel laureate.
When the Muslim League
was split in the early 1970s,
the then Congress strong-

man K Karunakaran deput-
ed Baby John, a leader of the
RSP to negotiate with the
League leadership to some-
how avoid the break up in
the outfit. Baby John, whose
RSP was an ally of the
Congress,  reached
Parappanangadi in
Malappuram district, to
broker peace between the
warring factions. The CPI-
M which was in the oppo-
sition, wanted the Muslim
League to split so that the
former would get the sup-
port of the breakaway fac-
tion. Baby John’s brief was to
somehow prevent the split
and keep the leadership in
good humour. The day after 
Baby John landed at
Malappuram, CPI-M
mouthpiece had this head-
line as the lead news:
“Kerala Kissinger in
Parappanangadi to broker
peace in Muslim League”.
But Kerala Kissinger, despite
all his charming manners,
failed in the mission and the
League was split vertically,
though only for a brief peri-
od.

(The writer is a special 
correspondent with the 

Pioneer, the views 
are personal)
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accused's mother locked the main gate
and he raped my daughter at night. 
Meanwhile, I kept searching for her the
whole night. My daughter managed to
escape from captivity on November 30
morning, when the accused was sleeping.
She reached home and told me about her
ordeal. Then I approached the police with
her. This sort of accident occurs from
time to time somewhere. Therefore, the
police must strictly look into this kind of
accident and punish such exemplary pun-
ishment so other people can get lessons. 

Jahangir Shaikh | Mumbai 
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Sir — The Prisons Act, 1894 focused
more on retribution and less on reform.
So, the Home Ministry's finalisation of
the "Model Prisons Act, 2023", is just and
reasonable.  The provisions of the new
Act place emphasis on reform and reha-
bilitation.  India has the third highest
undertrial population in Asia.  Most of
the country's jails are packed with

inmates with little provision for ensuring
their health and hygiene. The plight of
women and children is excruciating.
Delay in trials has overburdened prisons
and courts. In the USA, 20% of the pris-
oners are undertrials compared to a
whopping 60% in India.
Stress on technology is the right way to
go. The new Act should decongest pris-
ons; the rest will fall in line.  Segregation
of prisoners based on the gravity of the
crime, like first-time offence, is an excel-
lent idea. So are the proposals to intro-
duce parole, furlough and remission to
undertrials because emotional stability
can go a long way. Since legal knowledge
and assistance are hard to come by, con-
cessions and incentives to prisoners are
most welcome.  Special courts and
increasing the lawyers-to-prisoners ratio
to hasten legal aid can also be considered.  

Ganapathi  Bhat | Akola
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Sir — Law agencies seize digital devices
like laptops, mobiles, and pen drives from
the houses of the accused and even jour-
nalists in the name of investigation.
These agencies even snatch away their
financial, personal and professional pri-
vacy. The Supreme Court told the gov-
ernment that the nine-member constitu-
tion bench of this court has considered
the right to privacy as a part of Article
21 (life and personal liberty) under the
fundamental rights in the year 2017.
The Supreme Court has asked the gov-
ernment to make guidelines regarding the
confiscation of personal digital devices
and has also stressed that the profession-
al interests of journalists should be kept
in mind. 
On the other hand, due to the use of AI,
our privacy is being destroyed within
minutes and crime is also being encour-
aged. Recently, a picture of an actress cre-
ated with a deepfake went viral. AI is
going to make a big contribution to pub-
lic welfare, especially in education, health,
agriculture and other production efforts,
but ways will have to be found to avoid
the destructive effects of its misuse.
Anyway, every new technology is a dou-
ble-edged sword. A conscious society
avoids its ill effects and accepts it. The
government will also have to keep priva-
cy in mind while confiscating such
devices.

N Ashraf | Mumbai 
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Sir — A 15- year-old girl was allegedly
raped by her neighbour after holding her
hostage in his house in the Pataudi area
with the help of his mother on November
29 but came to light on Friday when the
victim's mother lodged a complaint at
women's police station, Manesar.
According to the complaint filed by the
mother, her 15-year-old married daugh-
ter is living with her. On November 29,
the girl was passing through the house of
the accused when he called her inside his
house, the mother said. After this, the
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ed in supporting dictators,
supporting suppression and
partaking hypocritical con-
duct. But what remains unde-
niable is that Kissinger served
American interests (often at
the cost of other stakeholders
and even purported ‘allies’)
and institutionalised the way
Washington DC would con-
duct diplomacy, thereafter.
Kissinger can claim to have
singularly introduced the 19th
Century German neologism of
realpolitik, in diplomatic par-
lance and practice. If any-
thing, it eased up the untenable
stodginess of ideology or ide-
alism, in favour of considera-
tions based on realism, prac-
ticality and situational possi-
bilities – which optimized the
draw of hand to still deliver the
most agreeable solution, given
the situation. Many partook
realpolitik like Zbigniew
Brzezinski, Lee Kuan Yew,
Deng Xiaoping to even Xi
Jingping, but Kissinger is syn-
onymous with realpolitik. 
To that extent, it birthed sub-
sequent concepts like ‘Strategic
Ambiguity’, which implied
remaining deliberately
ambiguous towards opera-
tional and positional policies
e.g., the implied commitment
of the United States towards
Taiwan, despite maintaining
the ‘One China’ position. Even
the much bandied ‘Strategic
Independence/Autonomy’
deployed by India in recent
times owes itself to the foun-
dational principle of realpoli-
tik, as it allows the practition-

er to not get closeted within
the linear grouping and asso-
ciated puritanism of
‘allies’/blocs to which a sover-
eign subscribed. As India’s
External Affairs Minister, S
Jaishankar, quipped on the
task for Indian diplomacy
which may not have been
possible to state earlier, “This
is a time for us to engage
America, manage China, cul-
tivate Europe, reassure Russia,
bring Japan into play, draw
neighbours in, extend the
neighbourhood, and expand
traditional constituencies of
support.” Contradictory at one
level, given the ambition of
keeping equations with
America and Russia in the
same breath, whilst the back-
drop of the Ukraine War
ensued, a clear reflection of
practicality triumphing bina-
rism, in an ode to principals of
realpolitik as popularised by
Kissinger.
Another attributed facet of
modern-day diplomacy to
Henry Kissinger was the
decidedly more moral role of
‘back-channeler’ amongst the
seemingly intractable stake-
holders. Kissinger had famous-
ly flown secretly to China in
July 1971 to restore and repair
relations with America, some-
thing he did yet again, just a
few months back at the ripe
age of 100 years to meet Xi
Jinping. ‘Back channels’ is an
oft-deployed tact that is fre-
quently invoked by conflicting
countries, to avoid getting the
engagement getting derailed

by prying eyes, opinions and
pressures that can lead to
immediate cessation of thaw-
ing talks. The template was
used in Track 1 and Track 2 by
peaceniks in the Indo-Pak
realm earlier or towards the
more recent fruition of
‘Abrahamic Accords’ beset-
ting Israel-Arab Sheikhdoms,
all from the playbook of
Kissinger’s school of diploma-
cy.
While history will judge Henry
Kissinger’s many accomplish-
ments and misdemeanours at
ease and with the benefit of
reflection, the art and science
of diplomacy (both moral and
otherwise) has lost an ace
practitioner and innovator, of
the same. Another priceless
lesson that he leaves for pos-
terity, even though he alluded
to his own country, yet applic-
able to all major powers is,
“America has no permanent
friends or enemies, only inter-
ests”. As India meanders and
navigates its rise in global rel-
evance and animus simultane-
ously, it would do well to
mull over and keep pace with
the evolving nature of diplo-
macy. In the end, Kissinger got
away with much to answer for
as his fellow Jew, Senator
Bernie Sanders once said, “I
am proud to say that Henry
Kissinger is not my friend”, and
so went Henry Kissinger.

(The writer is a military vet-
eran, is a former Lt Governor

of Andaman & Nicobar
Islands and Puducherry.

Views are personal)
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Amongst the eulogies
offered to the highest
priest of realpolitik
i.e., Henry Kissinger,
and the accompany-

ing divide on his unique style of
diplomacy, the most prescient
was from the former Prime
Minister of Great Britain, Tony
Blair, who said, “If it is possible
for diplomacy, at its highest level,
to be a form of art, Henry was an
artist”. Admired as much for his
intellectual clarity, as for his
questionable morality and intent,
the artist of diplomacy may have
been the most famous soothsay-
er to many in power in the
White House, but his legacy will
remain deeply contested and
polarising. No less than the sitting
President of the United States, Joe
Biden, himself conceded,
“Throughout our careers, we
often disagreed. And often
strongly. But from that first brief-
ing - his fierce intellect and pro-
found strategic focus was evident”.
Admittedly, diplomacy is not for
idealists or even the fainthearted.
The names of Machiavelli to
Metternich are synonymous with
statecraft which naturally entails
a ruthless pursuit of self-interest,
that can readily compromise
which publicly maintained façade
of values. Even the doyen of
Indian treatise on politics and
statecraft i.e., Chanakya realisti-
cally noted, “There is some self-
interest behind every friendship.
There is no friendship with self-
interests. This is a bitter truth”.
Naturally, the extent of moral
compromises, leniencies and even
suppressions done by
Superpowers in their quest to
assert their geopolitical agendas
and interests, is even more pro-
nounced.
As the definitive ‘Cold Warrior’
in the extreme freeze of the Cold
War era, Kissinger personified
contradictions between noble
rhetoric with brutal manipulation
and opportunism, to further the
interests of the United States of
America. Subcontinental memo-
ries are understandably rife with
the wounds of deliberate indiffer-
ence, uncouth behaviour, and
even a clear tilt in favour of the
oppressor (read, Pakistan) during
the genocidal birth of Bangladesh
– part of a far larger legacy of
amorality that routinely manifest-
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With the advent of
intuitive machine
coherent processes

like intelligence, recognition,
enlightenment, systematic
enquiry, and resolution con-
nected with evolution in data
collection, and accumulation,
rational investigations, and
computer processing power,
AI provides occasions to com-
panionship and addition to
human intelligence and
enhances how the people lead
their work and life. 
In 2018, NITI Aayog devel-
oped a National Strategy for
Artificial Intelligence namely,
# AI for All. This strategy aims
to ensure the safe and respon-
sible use of AI. It also focuses
on how India can leverage AI
for social inclusion and eco-
nomic growth. The field of AI
is vast which includes Machine

Learning, Natural Language
Processing, Large Language
Models, Cognitive Computing,
etc. The usage also is of vary-
ing kinds depending on the
field in which it is applied. One
of the tools of governance, the
Official Statistical System is a
field where the calling has been
there to embrace but the hand-
shake is yet to take place. 
The collection of data is one of
the most important ingredi-
ents of Official Statistics. The
Collection of data is done
mostly through Census
Surveys and as a by-product of
administrative action like data
generated as part of tax collec-
tion exercise. While undertak-
ing Census and Surveys, one
of the biggest problems faced
is data quality and non-
response which leads to miss-
ing data. With the help of AI,

the task of finding missing and
problematic data and imputa-
tion i.e. task of altering incor-
rect values and inserting miss-
ing values can be done in a
much faster manner by apply-
ing the ML models. Another
possible use of AI could be the
use of a Large Language
model-based Chatbot in the
data collection process. This
Chatbot like Chat GPT would
assist in providing information
instantly to the enumerator
from the fieldwork manual. It
would save them from the
trouble of going through the
voluminous documents time
and again which leads to
drudgery and monotony in the
fieldwork. Another use case in
a country like ours which has
more than twenty Official lan-
guages could be an AI-based
utility that helps in two-way

conversation between the enu-
merator and the respondent
which will go a long way in
resolving the language barrier
faced by our data warriors in
the field. Further, the multi-
modal bots with the capacity
to read images would be of
great help as they would be
able to give immediate clarifi-
cation to the enumerator in
case confusion regarding def-
inition arises while collecting
data. 
Another potential use of AI,
especially ML could be the
classification and coding of
Textual Data for official statis-
tics. In the context of the cod-
ing and classification work in
statistical organisations, the
given set is typically a text or
narrative provided by the
respondent from a survey or
administrative data source.

For example, it could describe
an individual's occupation or
the economic activity of the
company described in an
administrative business regis-
ter. With the increasing use of
new data sources, the text
data that statistical organisa-
tions might work with could
also include product descrip-
tions scraped from the inter-
net or text posts obtained
from social media platforms
such as Twitter. The aim of
classification and coding in
this scenario could be to clas-
sify the descriptions into inter-
national or corporate statisti-
cal classification systems, such
as Standard Industrial
Classification (SIC), and
Standard Occupational
Classification (SOC) for easy
understanding and quick
analysis. 

Image data is still a relatively
new type of data for statistical
organisations but there is a
growing need for exploring
how image data can be used
for the production of statistics.
These models could associate
the variables of interest (e.g.,
building type, land cover type)
with the images in the training
data set and classify new
images with reasonable levels
of accuracy. Automation (or
partial automation) of these
tasks can allow a large volume
of information in the image
data to be processed in a reli-
able and fast way. The cost of
deployment including the
computation required is one of
the major factors affecting the
deployment of AI in an organ-
isation. The other main chal-
lenge facing statistical organ-
isations to advance the use of

AI in organisations is bringing
together the required skills as
AI requires people from
Domain, Computer Science
and Statistics; all working
together on a project together
for its meaningful use. 
The alignment of AI use cases
with the vision of the organi-
sation is the most important
aspect of the adoption of AI.
The development of AI should
not be an ad-hoc process but
a part of a well-thought-out
strategy which has the support
of the top management and
confidence of all stakeholders
as a tool for reducing their bur-
den rather than replacing them
or their work. 

(The writers are Dy Director
Generals in the Ministry of

Statistics & Programme
Implementation,

views are personal)
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hands with rope, put them inside
an explosive-loaded vehicle and
detonated the car killing all of
them in the Hoshab area of
Turbat. Two of them were broth-
ers. Three of them belong to the
same family who were abducted
on 22 August 2023 from Turbat
at 3:00 pm city by the Pakistan
military during a raid on their
homes. 
This seems a new tactic of the
Pakistan army but in the past,
there were numerous instances of
Baloch hostages thrown out of
low altitude flying helicopters.
Balochistan needs world atten-
tion
It is the need of the hour that a
debate on national and interna-
tional levels must be resumed.
The academic think tanks and
institutions of friends of occupied
Balochistan should involve
Baloch leadership and people to
participate and chalk policies
towards getting closer to each
other and work on unified goals. 
Let’s break the rhetoric of
Pakistan’s deep state and the
army about Balochistan that can’t
be discussed globally. After the
partition of the subcontinent, we
have seen India facing border
infiltration from Pakistan and
China. Beijing’s growing aggres-
sive policies towards India indi-
cate that the PLA is not willing to
abandon its policy of bleeding
India, for the last many decades.
China is leaving no stone
unturned to encircle India from
all fronts. Delhi is not only fac-
ing threats from the border but
also is being deliberately engaged
in internal conflicts where China

is providing all sorts of support
to militants who are fighting
against Indian national interests.
The non-state actors funded by
China often get diplomatic back-
ing from Beijing even at the
forums of the UN Security
Council. 
Balochistan deserves India’s atten-
tion. Many people are working
tirelessly to this end. The efforts
by the overseas diplomatic lead-
ership of occupied Balochistan
are bearing fruits and now there
are indicators that in coming
years Balochistan is heading
towards taking a centre point for
global powers. India should take
advantage of the Balochistan
uprising on global forums and
lend her full diplomatic, political
and other support to help the
Baloch for their liberation. 
To chalk a long-term 100-year
policy to secure India’s energy
needs, and stability and disperse
threats to its economy, it is need-
ed that Delhi should open an offi-
cial channel with Balochistan to
pave the way for future coopera-
tion. If  India supports
Balochistan, it will no longer
rely on oil imports from Russia,
Saudi Arabia, and Venezuela
because Balochistan has more oil
than the gulf and Venezuela. 
India's 42% of liquefied natural
gas (LNG) requirements were
fulfilled from Qatar till 2021 but
with Doha’s recent court decision
to sentence to 8 former Naval per-
sonnel, the import of the energy
may get disrupted. At this point,
India has the option to buy LNG
from Balochistan as it has huge
reser ves of natural gas.

Balochistan is highly rich in min-
erals and once it is liberated, that
would give a boost to India’s
economy, national security,
defence, and global position. 
The issue of Balochistan is not a
political issue. It is the issue of the
invasion of Pakistan. We can’t
accept the false narrative of
Pakistan that Balochistan willing-
ly joined Pakistan. No substantial
or legal evidence proves Pakistan’s
claim on Balochistan. 
I have researched and come to
know that Balochistan before the
withdrawal of the British from the
subcontinent was ruled under the
British in a similar way to India
was under British occupation.
When the British decided to
withdraw from the subcontinent,
the King of Balochistan’s Kalat
State announced its indepen-
dence on 11 August 1947. 
It is a well-documented fact that
Balochistan remained indepen-
dent for about 7- 8 months. In
this period the founder of
Pakistan, Mr. M.A Jinnah kept
pressurizing the Khan of Kalat
Mir Amed Yar Khan that
Balochistan should join Pakistan
but he refused to join his coun-
try into Pakistan. Both the hous-
es (House of Lords and House of
Common) of Balochistan unan-
imously rejected the proposal of
Jinnah to join Pakistan. 

(The writer is a Baloch human
rights activist covering

Balochistan, Central Asia and
the Middle East. Views

are personal) 
This is the first part of a two-

part series on Balochistan. 
To be continued…

The schools have been turned
into carrions, villages into
concentration camps. Houses-
to-house search operations
have become a daily routine.

University and college students are
harassed and intimidated on campuses.
Women being raped, and female students
are sexually molested. Journalists are
picked up by the Pakistan army and
forces, and later their mutilated dead
bodies are thrown on roadsides and bar-
ren land across Balochistan. This is what
Balochistan looks like today.
Baloch youth are facing dire conse-
quences not over charges of drugs or
weapons but for having books which are
punishable sins in occupied Balochistan.
We watch the Hamas-Israel war on TV
and media but the war between
Balochistan and Pakistan is not visible
in the media because there is hardly a
single Baloch media outlet  in
Balochistan. Balochistan is a black hole
for information. Smuggling of narcotics
and weapons are easy because Pakistan
supports it but writing on human rights
violations and the ongoing Balochistan
war is not easy, Baloch are smuggling the
news and publishing them on social
media. If any Baloch is found writing on
Pakistan’s war crimes, he/she is taken
away and killed after some time. 
On 16 November, Pakistan’s military and
police opened fire on Baloch students of
Lasbela Uthal Agricultural University for
Water and Marine Science. Dozens of
students were injured and the remain-
ing were arrested and taken to undis-
closed locations. Video footage of the
incident sparked fear, and anger among
the people of the area who came to
protest on the streets of Lasbela.   
On 19 November 2023, Pakistan ISI took
three Baloch hostages namely Adil,
Shahjahan and Nabi Dad, tied their
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Israel’s military on Sunday
ordered more areas in and

around Gaza’s second-largest
city of Khan Younis to evacu-
ate, as it shifted its offensive to
the southern half of the terri-
tory where it says many
Hamas leaders are hiding.
Heavy bombardments were
reported overnight and into
Sunday in the area of Khan
Younis and the southern city
of Rafah, as well as parts of the
north that had been the focus
of Israel’s blistering air and
ground campaign.

Many of the territory’s 2.3
million people are crammed in
the south after Israeli forces
ordered civilians to leave the
north in the early days of the
2-month-old war.

With the resumption of
fighting, hopes receded that
another temporary truce could
be negotiated. A weeklong
cease-fire, which expired
Friday, had facilitated the
release of dozens of Gaza-
held Israeli  and foreign
hostages and Palestinians
imprisoned by Israel. “We will
continue the war until we
achieve all its goals, and it’s
impossible to achieve those
goals without the ground
operation,” Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu said in
an address Saturday night.

On Sunday, the Israeli mil-
itary widened evacuation
orders in and around Khan
Younis, asking residents of at
least five more areas and
neighbourhoods to leave for
their safety.

Residents said the Israeli
military dropped leaflets
ordering them to move south
to Rafah or to a coastal area in
the southwest. “Khan Younis
city is a dangerous combat
zone,” the leaflets read.

The main hospital in Khan
Younis received at least three
dead and dozens wounded
Sunday morning from an
Israeli strike that hit a residen-
tial building in the eastern part
of the city, according to an
Associated Press journalist at
the hospital. Separately, the
bodies of 31 people who were
killed in Israeli bombardment
across the central areas of the
strip were taken to the Al-Aqsa

Martyrs hospital in Gaza’s cen-
tral city of Deir al-Balah, said
Omar al-Darawi, an adminis-
trative employee at that hospi-
tal.

AP video showed bodies
in white body bags on the
ground outside the hospital in
Deri al-Balah as dozens of
people held funeral prayers
Sunday morning. The bodies
were then taken on a truck for
burial.

One woman wept,
cradling the body of a child on
her lap as she sat on a chair.
Another adult carried the
body of a baby as he got into
a truck.

UN monitors said in a
report issued before the latest
evacuation orders that those
who were told to leave make
up about one-quarter of the
territory of Gaza — home to
nearly 800,000 people before
the war.

The United States, Israel’s
closest ally, has warned Israel
to avoid significant new mass
displacement.

The Israeli military said on
Sunday that its fighter jets and
helicopters “struck terror tar-
gets in the Gaza Strip, includ-
ing terror tunnel shafts, com-
mand centres and weapons
storage facilities” overnight,

while a drone killed five
Hamas fighters.

In northern Gaza, rescue
teams with little equipment
scrambled Sunday to dig
through the rubble of build-
ings in the Jabaliya refugee
camp and other neighbour-
hoods in Gaza City in search
for potential survivors and
dead bodies. “They strike
everywhere,” said Amal
Radwan, a woman sheltering
in Jabaliya, an urban refugee
camp. “There is the non-stop
sound of explosions around
us.”

Mohamed Abu Abed, who
lives in the Sheikh Radwan
neighbourhood in Gaza City,
also said there were relentless
airstrikes and shelling in his
neighbourhood and surround-
ing areas.

“The situation here is
imaginable,” he said. “Death is
everywhere. One can die in a
flash.”

The Health Ministry in
Hamas-ruled Gaza said
Saturday that the overall death
toll in the strip since the
October 7 start of the war had
surpassed 15,200, a sharp
jump from the previous count
of more than 13,300 on
November 20. The ministry
does not differentiate between

civilian and combatant deaths,
but it said 70 per cent of the
dead were women and chil-
dren. It said more than 40,000
people had been wounded
since the war began.

US appeals to protect civil-
ians came after an offensive in
the first weeks of the war
devastated large areas of
northern Gaza. Much of Gaza’s
population is packed into the
territory’s southern half. The
territory itself, bordering Israel
and Egypt to the south, is
sealed, leaving residents with
the only option of moving
around within Gaza to avoid
the bombings.

“Too many innocent
Palestinians have been killed.
Frankly, the scale of civilian
suffering and the images and
videos coming from Gaza are
devastating,” US Vice
President Kamala Harris told
reporters Saturday during the
COP28 climate conference in
Dubai. Mark Regev, a senior
adviser to Netanyahu, said
Israel was making “maximum
effort” to protect civilians and
the military has used leaflets,
phone calls, and radio and TV
broadcasts to urge Gazans to
move from specific areas.  He
added that Israel is consider-
ing creating a security buffer

zone that would not allow
Gazans direct access to the
border fence on foot.

Israel says it targets Hamas
operatives and blames civilian
casualties on the militants,
accusing them of operating in
residential neighbourhoods.
It claims to have killed thou-
sands of militants, without
providing evidence. Israel says
at least 78 of its soldiers have
been killed in the offensive in
northern Gaza.Bombardments
on Saturday destroyed a block
of about 50 residential build-
ings in the Shijaiyah neigh-
bourhood of Gaza City and a
six-story building in the urban
refugee camp of Jabaliya on
the northern edge of the city,
said the UN Office for the
Coordination of Humanitarian
Affairs. More than 60 people
were killed in the Shijaiyah
strikes and more than 300
buried under the rubble, the
monitors said, citing the
Palestinian Red Crescent.

Mahmoud Bassal,  a
spokesman for Gaza’s Civil
Defence, said rescuers lack
bulldozers and other equip-
ment to reach those buried
under the rubble, confirming
the Red Crescent estimate of
about 300 people missing. He
said the block had housed
over 1,000 people.

“Retrieving the martyrs is
extremely difficult,” he said in
video comments from the site
of the attack.

Meanwhile, Harris told
Egyptian President Abdel
Fattah el-Sissi in a meeting
that “under no circumstances”
would the U.S. permit the
forced relocation of
Palestinians from Gaza or the
West Bank, an ongoing siege of
Gaza or the redrawing of its
borders, according to a US
summary.

The war was sparked by an
October 7 attack by Hamas
and other militants that killed
about 1,200 people, mostly
civilians, in southern Israel.
Around 240 people were taken
captive. The renewed hostili-
ties have heightened concerns
for 137 hostages, who the
Israeli military says are still
being held after 105 were
freed during the recent truce.
Israel freed 240 Palestinians
during the truce. 
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The chief prosecutor of the
International Criminal

Court said Sunday that his
office will “further intensify its
efforts to advance its investiga-
tions” in the occupied
Palestinian territories, after he
visited the region for this first
time since his appointment.

There have been wide-
spread claims of breaches of
international law by Hamas
and Israeli forces since war
erupted after the deadly Oct. 7
attacks by Hamas and other
militants that killed about 1,200
people, mostly civilians, in
southern Israel. 

Around 240 more were
taken hostage.

The Hague-based court
has been investigating crimes in
the Palestinian territories com-
mitted by both sides since
2021 but has yet to announce
any charges. Israel is not a
member state of the court and
does not recognize its jurisdic-
tion.

Prosecutor Karim Khan
said in a written statement
issued after his visit that he wit-
nessed “scenes of calculated
cruelty” at locations of the
Oct. 7 attacks.

“The attacks against inno-
cent Israeli civilians on 7
October represent some of the
most serious international
crimes that shock the con-
science of humanity, crimes
which the ICC was established
to address,” Khan said, adding
that he and his prosecutors are
working “to hold those respon-
sible to account.”

He added that he is ready
to engage with local prosecu-
tors in line with the principle
of complementarity - the ICC
is a court of last resort set up
to prosecute war crimes when
local courts cannot or will not
take action. Khan also visited
Palestinian officials in
Ramallah, including President
Mahmoud Abbas. 

He said of the war in Gaza
that fighting in “densely pop-
ulated areas where fighters are
alleged to be unlawfully
embedded in the civilian pop-

ulation is inherently complex,
but international humanitarian
must still apply and the Israeli
military knows the law that
must be applied”.

He said Israel “has trained
lawyers who advise comman-
ders and a robust system
intended to ensure compli-
ance with international human-
itarian law. Credible allega-
tions of crimes during the cur-
rent conflict should be the
subject of timely, independent
examination and investiga-
tion.” 

The Health Ministry in
Hamas-ruled Gaza said
Saturday that the overall death
toll in the strip since the Oct 7
start of the war had surpassed
15,200. The ministry does not
differentiate between civilian
and combatant deaths, but it
said 70% of the dead were
women and children. It said
more than 40,000 people had
been wounded since the war
began.

Khan also expressed “pro-
found concern” at what he
called “the significant increase
in incidents of attacks by Israeli
settlers against Palestinian civil-
ians in the West Bank,” saying
that “no Israeli armed with an
extreme ideology and a gun can
feel they can act with impuni-
ty against Palestinian civil-
ians”. He called for an immedi-
ate halt to such attacks and said
his office is “continuing to
investigate these incidents with
focus and urgency”.

Khan said he would seek
to work with “all actors” in the
conflict to “ensure that when
action is taken by my Office it
is done on the basis of objec-
tive, verifiable evidence which
can stand scrutiny in the court-
room and ensure that when we
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Participants at the United
Nations’ COP28 climate

talks on Sunday found them-
selves greeted by the rarest
sights in the United Arab
Emirates — public protests.
From the largest demonstra-
tion seen in the UAE since the
start of the raging Israel-
Hamas war to environmental
issues, activists allowed into the
UAE can protest under strict
guidelines in this autocratic
nation inside the summit.

Meanwhile, human rights
researchers from organizations
long banned by the country
also have been let in, provid-
ing them some the opportuni-
ty for the first time in about a
decade to offer criticism —
though many acknowledge it
may see them never allowed
back in the country. “One of
our major issues with COP28
is the fact that the UAE govern-

ment is using this to burnish its
image internationally and the
fact that limited protests are
allowed ... is a good thing,” said
Joey Shea, now on her first trip
to the Emirates as a researcher
focused on the country at
Human Rights Watch. “But at
the end of the day, it helps to
create this very false image that
the UAE does have respect for
rights when in fact it does not.”

The UAE, a federation of
seven sheikhdoms led by Abu
Dhabi’s ruler, bans political
parties and labour unions.

All power rests in each
emirate’s hereditary ruler.
Broad laws tightly restrict
speech and nearly all major
local media are either state-
owned or state-affiliated out-
lets.

Laws also criminalise the
very few protests that take
place by foreign labourers.
The Emirates’ overall popula-
tion of more than 9.2 million

people is only 10 per cent
Emirati.

The rest are expatriates,
many of them low-paid labour-
ers seeking to send money
back home to their families.

Many avoid saying any-
thing as they see their liveli-
hoods at risk for speaking up
as their visas and residencies
remain tied to their employers.
The UAE’s diplomatic ties to
Israel, reached in 2020, also
make protesting on behalf of
the Palestinians that much
more fraught. However, the
UN and the UAE agreed before
COP28 that free expression
would be allowed. Activists
described a process of having
to seek approvals with organ-
isers for their demonstrations.

UN rules at the summit
have seen demonstrators avoid
waving national flags or specif-
ically calling out countries.

But Sunday afternoon,
over 100 people gathered as

part of a solidarity protests on
behalf of the Palestinians, only
a short distance from Israel’s
pavilion at Dubai’s Expo City.

The same number of
onlookers and journalists
watched as they chanted, read
names of the dead and held
their fists up to the sky. Some
cried as they listened.

Israeli security personnel
watched from a distance. That
morning, they briefly had
argued over another smaller
protest with United Nations
police on hand guarding the
Blue Zone, an area overseen by
the UN where the negotiations
take place.

Criticism of Israel’s con-
duct in the war has peppered
much of the summit from
world leaders, as well as
activists who can be seen
through the site wearing the
traditional checkered keffiyeh,
or scarf, associated with the
Palestinians.
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Manila (AP): The Philippine
president blamed “foreign terror-
ists” for a bomb blast that killed
four people Sunday, wounded
dozens of other Catholic wor-
shippers in the south and
sparked a security alarm, includ-
ing in the capital, Manila, where
state forces were put on alert.

The suspected bomb, which
the police said was made from a
mortar round, went off and hit
students and teachers who
attended a Mass in a gymnasium
at Mindanao State University in
southern Marawi city, Taha
Mandangan, the security chief of
the state-run campus, told The
Associated Press by
telephone.Dozens of students
and teachers dashed out of the
gym and the wounded were
taken to hospitals.

Regional military comman-
der Maj Gen Gabriel Viray III
said four people were killed by
the explosion, including three
women, and 50 others were
brought to two hospitals for

treatment.
Six of the wounded were

fighting for their lives in a hos-
pital, said Gov Mamintal Adiong
Jr of the Islamic province of
Lanao del Sur, which has Marawi
as its capital.“I condemn in the
strongest possible terms the
senseless and most heinous acts
perpetrated by foreign terrorists
upon the Mindanao State
University,” President Ferdinand
Marcos Jr said in a statement.
“Extremists who wield violence
against the innocent will always
be regarded as enemies to our
society.”

Marcos did not explain why
he immediately blamed foreign
militants for the high-profile
bombing. Defence Secretary
Gilberto Teodoro Jr later told a
news conference without elabo-
rating there was a strong indica-
tion of a “foreign element” in the
bombing.

Military chief of staff Gen
Romeo Brawner Jr said the
bomb attack could be retaliation

by Muslim militants for a series
of battle setbacks.

“We are looking at possible
angles,” Brawner said. “It could
be a retaliatory attack.”

He cited the killing of 11
suspected Islamic militants in a
military offensive backed by
airstrikes and artillery fires on
Friday near Datu Hoffer town in
southern Maguindanao
province. Regional police direc-
tor Brig Gen Allan Nobleza said
the slain militants belonged to
Dawlah Islamiyah, an armed
group that had aligned itself with
the Islamic State group and still
has a presence in Lanao del Sur
province. Mosque-studded
Marawi city came under attack
from foreign and local Islamic
militants who had associated
themselves with the Islamic State
group . The five-month siege left
more than 1,100 dead, before it
was quelled by Philippine forces
backed by airstrikes and surveil-
lance planes deployed by US and
Australia.
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In a bid to woo voters aligned
with the governing

Conservatives, UK Opposition
Labour Party leader Keir
Starmer on Sunday piled praise
on one of the most prominent
former Tory prime ministers
for unleashing the country’s
“natural entrepreneurialism”.

Starmer’s praise for
Margaret Thatcher in a column
for ‘The Sunday Telegraph’
comes as the UK prepares for
a general election year in 2024,
with the Labour Party on the
left comfortably ahead in the
opinion polls over Prime
Minister Rishi Sunak led
Conservatives on the right of
the country’s political debate. 

In a bid to bolster the
party’s chances further, the
Labour leader hoping to be the
next prime minister likened
Thatcher to his own party’s for-
mer premiers such as Tony
Blair. “Margaret Thatcher

sought to drag Britain out of its
stupor by setting loose our nat-
ural entrepreneurialism. Tony
Blair reimagined a stale, outdat-
ed Labour Party into one that
could seize the optimism of the
late 90s,” he writes.

“A century ago, Clement
Attlee wrote that Labour must
be a party of duty and patrio-
tism, not abstract theory. To
build a ‘New Jerusalem’ meant
first casting off the mind-
forged manacles. That lesson is
as true today as it was then,” he
notes.

Thatcher, Britain’s first
female prime minister, remains
a deeply divisive figure in UK
politics having overseen a rad-
ical era of crushing miners’
strikes and privatisation until a
doomed poll tax levy ultimate-
ly led to her downfall. However,
she has often been praised by
successive Tory leaders, includ-
ing Boris Johnson and now
Rishi Sunak, for her firm
actions aimed at enhanced

economic growth and enter-
prise in the 1970s and 80s.

In a bid to connect with
that electorate, Starmer claimed
that the Labour Party under his
leadership is extending a hand
of friendship to all Britons, irre-
spective of who they have sup-
ported in the past at the ballot
box.

He writes: “Britain’s prior-
ities are once again Labour’s
priorities. Delivering them is
going to require all our efforts.
That’s why we extend the hand
of friendship to you, no matter
where you are or who you have
voted for in the past.

“National renewal
demands it. It is only together
that we will build the better
future we all want.”

He acknowledged that
many voters may still be uncer-
tain about Labour but urged
them to take a “look at us
again”, claiming the governing
Conservatives have failed to
capitalise on Brexit.
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A“potential explosion” has
struck a key shipping route

off the coast of Yemen, the
British military said Sunday.
The British military’s United
Kingdom Maritime Trade
Operations issued a brief warn-
ing to shippers that the incident
happened in the Bab el-
Mandeb Strait that separates
East Africa from the Arabian
Peninsula.

The UKMTO said drone
activity also had been report-
ed in the area. The Bab el-
Mandeb links the Red Sea to
the Gulf of Aden. 

That area has seen a series
of attacks in recent weeks
attributed to Yemen’s Iranian-
backed Houthi rebels, who
have also launched missiles
and drones toward Israel over
its war on Hamas in the Gaza
Strip.

The Houthis did not
immediately acknowledge the
incident. 
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Cedar Rapids (Iowa) (AP):
Former President Donald
Trump on Saturday attempted to
turn the tables on his likely rival
in November, President Joe
Biden, arguing that the man
whose election victory Trump
tried to overturn is “the destroy-
er of American democracy.”

Trump’s allegations about
Biden, a Democrat, echo the
ones that Biden has been mak-
ing for years against his prede-
cessor. As Trump has dominat-
ed the Republican presidential
primary and talked about target-
ing his rivals and the news
media if he wins the White
House again, Biden has stepped
up his own warnings, contend-
ing Trump is “ determined to
destroy American democracy.”

On Saturday, Trump made
his most explicit argument to
date on why voters should
instead see his rival as the big-
ger democratic threat. Trump
repeated his longstanding con-
tention that the four criminal
indictments against him show
Biden is misusing the federal jus-
tice system against his rival. “He’s
been weaponising government
against his political opponents
like a Third World political
tyrant,” Trump said to a crowd
in Cedar Rapids, Iowa. “Biden
and his radical left allies like to
pose as standing up as allies of
democracy,” Trump continued,
arguing: “Joe Biden is not the
defender of American democra-
cy, Joe Biden is the destroyer of
American democracy.” Ammar
Moussa, a Biden campaign
spokesman, responded: “Donald
Trump’s America in 2025 is
one where the government is his
personal weapon to lock up his
political enemies. You don’t
have to take our word for it —
Trump has admitted it himself.”
On Saturday, though, the former
president extended his argu-
ments about Biden’s threat to
democracy to lawsuits filed by
two liberal organizations seek-
ing to rule him ineligible for
office under a rarely used Civil
War-era constitutional provi-
sion that prohibits those who
“engaged in insurrection” from
returning to office. 
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Paris (AP): French police
arrested a man who targeted
passersby in Par is  on
Saturday night, killing a
German tourist with a knife
and injuring two others,
France’s interior minister
said.

Police subdued the man,
a 25-year-old French citizen
who had spent four years in
prison for a violent offense.

After his arrest,  he
expressed anguish about
Muslims dying, notably in the
Palestinian territories, and
claimed that France was an
accomplice, French Interior
Minister Gerald Darmanin
said. The attacker apparent-
ly cried “Allahu Akbar” (God
is great), Darmanin added.

“This person was ready to
kill others,” Darmanin told
reporters. The attacker went
after a German couple with a
knife, killing the man. 

He then used a hammer
to injure two others. The

attacker, who was not identi-
fied by name, left prison after
four years in 2020 and was
under sur vei l lance and
undergoing psychiatric treat-
ment, the minister said,
painting a brief portrait of the
assailant, who was born in
Neuilly-Sur-Seine, a Paris
suburb.

The attack happened in
the 15th district of the French
capital with the assailant
using a knife to kill and a
hammer to attack the injured.
Details about the victims
were not immediately known.

The attacker was stopped
by police who twice fired a
taser at him in the stomach,
the minister said, praising the
of f icers  for  their  quick
response and reiterating that
“there would doubtless have
been other dead.”

France has been under a
terror alert, and the attack
raised the fear level in the
French capital. 
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Kathmandu (PTI): The Nepal
government and the US Agency
for International Development
on Sunday jointly launched a
strategic partnership to strength-
en the Himalayan nation’s capac-
ity to prevent, detect, and rapid-
ly respond to emerging infec-
tious diseases.

The USAID Global Health
Security programme will be
implemented through ‘One
Health’ — a collaborative, trans-
disciplinary approach that
recognises the interdependence
among the health of ecosystems,
wildlife and domestic animals,
and humans, according to a
press release issued by the US
Embassy here.

“USAID’s Global Health
Security work is helping to fill
the gap created by the recent
Covid 19 pandemic, by strength-
ening countries’ capacities to
prevent, detect, and respond to
disease threats before they can
become a pandemic, while
advancing WHO International
Health Regulations targets so
that countries can address gaps
and priorities at the national
level,” it said.

Through the health securi-
ty programme in Nepal, the US
Agency for International
Development (USAID) will
fund the Ministry of Health and
Population to strengthen the
One Health platform and sur-
veillance systems. USAID will
also work through the World
Health Organisation (WHO)
and the Food and Agriculture
Organisation (FAO). The initia-
tive is a strategic partnership to
strengthen Nepal government’s
capacity to prevent, detect, and
rapidly respond to emerging
infectious diseases, the 
release said.

“Through FAO, USAID will
support strengthening AMR
surveillance in animal health;
strengthening of zoonotic dis-
ease surveillance; and improving
biosafety and biosecurity in
Nepal. In total, USAID will
provide up to $6.75 million for
these efforts over the next three
years, subject to availability of
funds,” it said.
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Pakistan and Saudi Arabia
have reached a consensus

on the investment modalities,
paving the path for the ratifi-
cation of a much-awaited free
trade agreement with the Gulf
Cooperation Council, a devel-
opment that has been pending
for the last 19 years, according
to a media report on Sunday.

A high-powered delega-
tion, led by interim commerce
minister Gohar Ejaz, held the
final round of discussions with
the Gulf Cooperation Council
(GCC) chief negotiator in
Riyadh on Saturday, the Dawn
newspaper reported.

The goal was to finalise
the investment segment of the
FTA, a critical move preceding
the GCC Foreign Ministers’
meeting in Doha on Sunday,
where the FTA with Pakistan
is expected to receive approval.

The agreed investment
chapter is now set to be pre-
sented to the GCC ministers
for approval, which was
already included in the meet-
ing’s agenda. The GCC
Secretariat has the authority to
sign the agreement on behalf
of the six-member GCC coun-
tries. If approved, this will
mark the first trade and invest-
ment agreement that the GCC
has entered into with any
country in the past 15 years.

The major decision among
others will be the resolution of
disputes locally within eight
months before escalating them
to the International Court of
Arbitration. “Today, we have
finalised the investment chap-
ter of the FTA with the GCC
team in Riyadh,” Ejaz was
quoted as saying by the Dawn
after the meeting. The minis-
ter said his team succeeded in
creating a graduating approach
by adding an eight-month
period which will enable both
investors for mutual settlement
of disputes before going for
arbitration to international
courts.

In September, Pakistan
agreed on the FTA with the
GCC. However, the signing of
the agreement was postponed
as Saudi Arabia demanded to
incorporate an investment
chapter into the agreement.

This chapter was particularly
aimed at including a protec-
tion clause, specifically the
provision of the forum of the
International Centre for
Settlement of Investment
Disputes (ICSID).

In August 2004, Pakistan
and the GCC, which includes
Saudi Arabia, the United Arab
Emirates, Bahrain, Oman,
Qatar, and Kuwait, signed a
framework agreement to
explore the possibility of an
FTA. However, only a handful
of negotiation rounds
occurred in the years that fol-
lowed. The dialogue was
revived in 2021 after a sub-
stantial hiatus.

In the previous year, both
parties conducted technical-
level discussions to assess the
feasibility of finalising the
agreement. This potential
agreement could significantly
enhance Pakistan’s export
capacity to the GCC bloc.

The former government of
Imran Khan-led Pakistan
Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) intro-
duced a new template for
investment treaties, which
only provides for local arbitra-
tion as a remedy. This template
was introduced in response to
the ICSID penalty of USD 6
billion on Pakistan due to its
refusal to grant a mining lease
for the Reko Diq project to
Australia’s Tethyan Copper
Company.

Saudi Arabia, a major play-
er in the GCC, was dissatisfied
with this template and insist-
ed on the specific inclusion of
the ICSID for arbitration in the
event of any dispute. The FTA
and investment were tied to the
provision of the ICSID, leaving
Pakistan with no choice but to
reverse its previous decision. In
a cabinet meeting presided
over by interim Prime Minister
Anwaar ul Haq Kakkar, the
investment template was
revised to include three inter-
national arbitration bodies for
dispute resolution: the ICSID,
the Permanent Court of
Arbitration, and the Dubai
International Arbitration
Centre. Following this amend-
ment, the Pakistani delega-
tion presented the updated
investment chapter to the GCC
negotiator.
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Ukrainian officials on
Sunday accused Russian

forces of killing surrendering
Ukrainian soldiers, a war crime
if confirmed, after grainy
footage on social media
appeared to show two uni-
formed men being shot at close
range after emerging from a
dugout.

The video shows the ser-
vicemen, one of them with his
hands up, walking out at gun-
point and lying down on the
ground before a group of
Russian troops appears to open
fire. It was not immediately
possible to verify the video’s
authenticity or the circum-
stances in which it was taken.

The Ukrainian General
Prosecutor’s office on Sunday
launched a criminal investiga-
tion, hours after the Ukrainian
military’s press office said in an
online statement that the
footage is genuine. “The video
shows a group in Russian uni-
forms shooting, at point-blank
range, two unarmed service-
men in the uniform of the
Armed Forces of Ukraine who
were surrendering,” the prose-
cutor’s office said in a Telegram
update on Sunday.

Kyiv, its Western allies and
international human rights
organizations have repeatedly
accused Moscow of breaching
international humanitarian law
since it launched its full-scale
invasion of Ukraine in
February 2022. The Kremlin
denies these allegations.

The video first appeared
Saturday on DeepState, a pop-
ular Ukrainian Telegram chan-
nel covering the war. The post
claimed the footage came from
the front lines near Avdiivka, a
Ukrainian holdout in the coun-
try’s part-occupied east where
there has been fierce fighting in
recent weeks.

The General Prosecutor’s
Office on Sunday said that the
incident took place in the
Pokrovsk district, which
includes Avdiivka and sur-
rounding areas.

“It’s clear from the video

that the Ukrainian servicemen
are taking the necessary steps
that show they are surrender-
ing,” Ukraine’s human rights
chief, Dmytro Lubinets, said
hours after the footage emerged
on Saturday. In a statement
posted to Telegram, Lubinets
described the incident as “yet
another glaring example of
Russia’s violations of interna-
tional humanitarian law”.

Oleksandr Shtupun, a
spokesperson for the Ukrainian
military grouping that is fight-
ing near Avdiivka, was cited by
Ukrainian media as saying the
video was “glaring confirma-
tion” of Moscow’s disrespect for
the laws of war.

In March, footage of a man

exclaiming “Glory to Ukraine”
before being gunned down in
a wooded area sparked nation-
al outcry in Ukraine, as senior
officials alleged that he was an
unarmed prisoner of war killed
by Russian soldiers.

Last summer, Kyiv and
Moscow also traded blame for
a shelling attack on a prison in
occupied eastern Ukraine that
killed dozens of Ukrainian
POWs. Both sides claimed the
assault on the facility in
Olenivka was aimed at cover-
ing up atrocities, with
Ukrainian officials charging
captive soldiers had been tor-
tured and executed there.

The UN’s human rights
chief in July rejected Moscow’s

claim that a rocket strike had
caused the blast.

Also on Sunday, Ukraine’s
energy ministry reported that
close to 1,000 towns and vil-
lages suffered power outages
that day, with hundreds of set-
tlements in the west battered by
wintry weather and others
affected by ongoing fighting.

The Institute for the Study
of War, a Washington-based
think tank, late on Saturday
assessed that military opera-
tions have slowed down all
along the frontline in Ukraine
due to poor weather, with mud
bogging down tracked vehicles
and making it hard for lighter
equipment and infantry to
advance.
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Six suspects were arrested on
Sunday in connection with

an attack on a passenger bus in
Pakistan-occupied Kashmir’s
Gilgit Baltistan region that
killed nine people, including
two soldiers, a day earlier,
police said.

The bus was travelling
from Gilgit to Rawalpindi
when unidentified gunmen
opened indiscriminate fire at
around 6:30 p.m. in Chilas on
Saturday, police said. The dri-
ver lost control after the attack
and the bus collided with a

truck coming from the oppo-
site side, they said.

Nine people, including two
soldiers, were killed and 21
passengers received injuries
in the attack, police said,
adding that the assailants man-
aged to escape after the attack.

No group or individual
claimed responsibility for the
attack but the region has a his-
tory of sectarian attacks by mil-
itants. A case has been regis-
tered against unknown miscre-
ants, Dawn newspaper report-
ed on Sunday, quoting the
public relations officer (PRO)
for the Diamer commissioner. 

“Six suspects have been
taken into custody so far,”
PRO Raja Ashfaq Tahir said.

He said all entry and exit
points of GB had been closed
and security in the region was
on high alert. The police have
launched search operations
across Diamer and traffic on
the Karakoram Highway
would remain suspended
today, Tahir added. Most of the
passengers belonged to
Kohistan, Peshawar, Ghizer,
Chilas, Roundu, Skardu,
Mansehra, and Swabi regions
and one or two people were
from Sindh. 

Jakarta (AP): Indonesia’s
Mount Marapi in West
Sumatra province erupted
Sunday, spewing white-and-
gray ash plumes for more than
3,000 metres (about 9,800
feet) into the air, and hot ash
clouds blew several miles to
the north, according to
Indonesia’s Volcanology and
Geological Hazard Mitigation
Centre.

There were no casualties,
said Ahmad Rifandi, an offi-

cial at the Marapi monitoring
post, adding that villagers
were advised to stay 3 km (1.8
miles) from the crater’s mouth
and be aware of the danger of
potential  lava.  National
Disaster Management Agency
spokesperson Abdul Muhari
said several villages were blan-
keted with falling ash. He said
Marapi’s eruption alert was
maintained at the second-
highest level and that author-
ities have been closely moni-

toring the volcano after sen-
sors picked up increasing
activity in recent weeks. Japan’s
Meteorological Agency said
Sunday it is currently assess-
ing whether there is a possible
tsunami in the country
because of Marapi’s volcanic
activity. In case a tsunami
reaches Japanese coasts, the
earliest possible swelling is
expected in the Okinawa
region at around 2100 JST
(0900GMT), it said.
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The Indian envoy here has
visited Sri Lanka’s Northern

Province to emphasise New
Delhi’s abiding commitment
to the development and well-
being of the people of the
country through enhanced
development cooperation and
expanded economic partner-
ship. Indian High
Commissioner Gopal Baglay
has completed a three-day visit
to the province, the Indian
High Commission said in a
statement on Saturday. He was
accompanied by senior diplo-
mats of the High Commission
on the visit from November 29
to December 1.

The High Commissioner
visited three islands off Jaffna,
Nainativu, Analaitivu and Delft
to assess the preparedness for
implementing the Hybrid
Renewable Energy Systems pro-
ject. The Government of India
have committed to support this
project with a grant to address
the energy needs of the inhab-
itants of these islands. 

This was the High
Commissioner’s last of several
visits to Jaffna during his assign-
ment to Sri Lanka and under-
scored India’s abiding commit-
ment to the development and
well-being of the people of Sri
Lanka, including in the

Northern Province, through
enhanced development cooper-
ation and expanded economic
partnership in accordance with
the priorities and the require-
ments of the people of the
region, the statement said.

He visited Thalaimannar
and Kankesanthurai passenger
facilities in pursuance of the
ongoing efforts for enhanced
connectivity through ferry ser-
vices between mutually agreed
points in India and Sri Lanka.  

“Attesting to the signifi-
cance of developing railway
infrastructure under the India-
Sri Lanka development cooper-
ation partnership for the ben-
efit of the people of Sri Lanka,
the delegation undertook a
journey by Sri Lankan Railways
from Colombo to Medawachiya
in modern coaches supplied
under an Indian credit line. 

The train journey also pro-
vided an opportunity to expe-
rience the riding comfort
offered by the upgraded railway
line from Anuradhapura. The
work is undertaken by reputed
Indian public sector company
IRCON, under an ongoing
Indian line of credit for the
upgradation of the Maho-
Omanthai segment. 

The High Commissioner
inaugurated a programme to
donate 1,000 school bags to stu-
dents across Mannar District at

Murunkan Maha Vidyalayam
whilst also launching a special
financial assistance scheme for
underprivileged students at the
University of Jaffna. In addition,
he distributed dry rations to
more than 500 families in Jaffna
and Delft Islands. Deep freez-
ers were donated to 15 fisher-
men cooperatives for the use of
fishermen in the Jaffna region. 

“Interacting with represen-
tatives of the cooperatives at
Pasaiyoor, the High
Commissioner stressed that
India is striving to bring bene-
fits of scientific research and
expertise for commercially sus-
tainable development of fish-
eries in Sri Lanka, including in
the Northern Province so that
the benefits can directly reach
the fishermen and the common
people”.

At the Indian Peace
Keeping Forces (IPKF) memo-
rial in Jaffna, the High
Commissioner paid homage
on December 1 to the brave
sons of India who made the
supreme sacrifice in Sri Lanka.
The IPKF was formed under
the mandate of the Indo-Sri
Lankan Accord signed in 1987
that aimed to end the civil war
in the country between militant
Sri Lankan Tamil nationalists
such as the Liberation Tigers of
Tamil Eelam (LTTE) and the Sri
Lankan military.
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As the sun rises in the
Bondeni-Jua Kali neigh-

bourhood on the outskirts of
Kenya’s capital Nairobi, dozens
of women and men step out of
their corrugated iron homes
with yellow jerricans, skip over
pools of sewage and make their
way to a nearby water vending
station.

There is no piped water or
sewage system in the area, and
drought has made clean water
supplies more scarce and expen-
sive for locals. Twice a week,
trucks with 5,000 to 10,000
litres of water will fill up vend-
ing stations across Athi River
where residents can buy 20
litres for 20 Kenyan Shillings
(USD 0.16). A household of four
needs about five gallons a day,

and weekly incomes are about
USD 13, according to data from
Kenya’s Finance Ministry. But
for those whose homes are kit-
ted out with water filters distrib-
uted by a local nonprofit, the
nearby river — polluted, prone
to drought and usually unsafe
for drinking — is becoming a
cheaper and sometimes more
reliable source of clean water.
And while advocates say under-
lying issues like climate change-
fuelled drought and poor water
management need to be urgent-
ly addressed, solutions like fil-
ters make a short-term differ-
ence because deliveries are often
not enough for the neighbour-
hoods’ needs. Many rely on
unsafe alternatives if they miss
out on the trucked-in stocks.
“Sometimes, we get to the water
vending stations and find that

the queue is long and then the
water finishes and you have to
wait,” said 46-year-old resident
Joyce Ngui. “Most of the times
you don’t have money to buy
even the salty water sold around.
So we have no choice but to use
the swamp water,” she said.

When The Associated Press
met Ngui, she was heading to a
swamp to draw water to clean
her family’s clothes and for
cooking. Part of the slimy
swamp is clogged with over-
grown water lilies. Ngui doesn’t
have a water filter, so she can’t
turn the swamp water into
something suitable for drinking.
Ngui would like a filter, “so that
we can be able to filtrate the
dirty water and be able to drink
it,” she said. Otherwise, “it just
has germs and diseases.”

Bucket Ministry, a Christian

nonprofit organisation, has been
providing communities around
Nairobi and other parts of
Kenya with the easy-to-use
water filters. It provided over
600 filters, made by the water fil-
tering company Sawyer, to
households in the four neigh-
bourhoods in Athi River since
August and plans to up that
number to 6,000.

The devices are the size of
a small water bottle and are fit-
ted with a hose pipe onto a
bucket. They can filter water
from the river and nearby
swamps into potable water that
can be used by residents.

“It filters every germ or
pathogen that causes water-
borne diseases,” said Derrick
Mesulamu, the country director
for the group. “It is designed in
such a way that it has micro

holes that don’t allow those
particles that cause water-borne
diseases to pass through.”

Josephine Mutile, a resident
with a water filter, is already see-
ing the benefits.

“I have been sick often and
visiting the hospital where I am
tested and told that I have
typhoid, or an amoeba infection
or diarrhea. Boiling water (to
kill viruses and bacteria) is
expensive because cooking gas
is expensive,” Mutile said. “Now
I have this filter, it will help me
a lot.” Data from the Machakos
County health ministry, of
which Athi River is part, says
that four out of 10 cases at pub-
lic health clinics in the area are
related to water-borne disease.
At least 10 people died follow-
ing a cholera outbreak in
Mavoko area in the region

between October last year and
March.

Machakos’ local govern-
ment has been desilting and
cleaning up the river, but most
of the pollution, including plas-
tic bags and bottles, happens
upstream, where residents in
poorer areas of Nairobi dump
waste into the Nairobi River that
then flows into the Athi River.
“Because of water scarcity, res-
idents in Machakos have turned
to rivers, shallow wells or other
sources which are contaminat-
ed with pollutants — including
human and animal waste,” said
Machakos County Governor
Wavinya Ndeti. She told The AP
that the county government is
cracking down on industries
that have been disposing chem-
ical waste and other pollutants
into the Athi River.
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Kyiv (AP): Former President
Petro Poroshenko was denied
permission to leave Ukraine for
a planned meeting with
Hungarian Prime Minister
Viktor Orban, Ukraine’s secu-
rity service said on Saturday.

Poroshenko announced
Friday that he had been turned
away at the border despite
previously receiving permis-
sion from Parliament to leave
the country. Under martial
law, Ukrainian men between
18 and 60 years of age are not
allowed to leave the country
without special approval.

The 58-year-old, who lost
his re-election bid in 2019 to
current Ukrainian president
Volodymyr Zelenskyy, said
that he had planned to meet
with US House Speaker Mike
Johnson, and the Polish parlia-
ment during his trip. 

But security officials said
that Poroshenko had also
agreed to meet Orban, who has
previously praised Russian
President Vladimir Putin and
refused to support Kyiv’s bid
for EU accession. In a state-
ment on social media, they said

such talks would make
Poroshenko a “tool in the
hands of the Russian special
services.”

On Saturday evening,
Orban’s spokesman said that
Hungary “does not wish to play
any part in (President
Zelenskyy’s) internal political
struggles,” without confirming
or denying that a meeting had
been planned between
Poroshenko and the
Hungarian leader. Zoltan
Kovacs made the remarks in a
post on X, formerly known as
Twitter. Poroshenko, who
called his experience at the
border an “attack on unity”, is
yet to comment on the allega-
tion that he planned to meet
Orban. 

As of late morning on
Sunday, there was no further
comment from Ukrainian
authorities regarding
Poroshenko’s planned trip.
Ukraine’s Parliament speaker
on Sunday accused
Poroshenko’s political party,
the center-right European
Solidarity, of having made false
claims in the past that its law-

makers were being systemati-
cally prevented from travelling
abroad. 

Meanwhile, Ukraine’s
Zaporizhzhia nuclear power
plant was left on “the verge of
a nuclear and radiation acci-
dent” Saturday after it was
unable to draw power from
two of the lines connecting it
to the local energy grid, the
country’s nuclear energy oper-
ator said. It said that the plant
switched to diesel generators to
stop the plant from overheat-
ing before off-site power was
restored by Kyiv.

Russia occupied the
Zaporizhzhia plant in the early
stages of the war. Over the past
year, the station has become a
focal point of concern for
international observers, with
both Moscow and Kyiv accus-
ing each other of shelling the
plant. In a statement on social
media, Petro Kotin, head of
Ukraine’s nuclear energy oper-
ator, accused Moscow of
“incorrect, erroneous, and
often deliberately risky opera-
tion of the equipment” at the
site.
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Anti-state violence in
Pakistan surged 34 per

cent in November, with 63
militant attacks recorded in
the country during the month,
a think-tank report said on
Sunday. The 63 militant
attacks in November resulted
in 83 deaths, including that of
37 security forces personnel
and 33 civilians, the Dawn
newspaper reported, citing
data by the Pakistan Institute
for Conflict and Security
Studies (PICSS) think tank.

Additionally, 89 individu-
als, including 53 civilians and
36 security forces personnel,
sustained injuries, according
to the Islamabad-based think
tank. Compared to October’s
data, a 34 per cent surge in

militant attacks, a 63 per cent
rise in fatalities, and an 89 per
cent increase in the number of
injured persons was recorded
during November.

Pakistani security forces
killed at least 59 militants and
arrested at least 18 suspected
terrorists during the month,
according to the report. The
data showed an 81 per cent
escalation in militant attacks in
the first eleven months of
2023 compared to the corre-
sponding period in 2022.

It also showed a 64 per
cent rise in the number of
injured. The cumulative toll
from the 599 militant attacks
from January to November
2023 resulted in 897 fatalities
and 1,241 injuries, according
to the report. Pakistan’s restive
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa

province was the most affect-
ed, recording 51 attacks with
54 deaths and 81 injuries. The
Balochistan province record-
ed nine attacks, which result-
ed in 18 fatalities, including
that of 15 security forces per-
sonnel and three civilians,
while Sindh recorded two
minor-level attacks.

The Punjab province wit-
nessed a single, high-profile
attack on the Mianwali Air
Base of the Pakistan Air Force.
Heavily armed militants
attacked the Pakistan Air
Force training base, but sol-
diers foiled it by killing three
of the attackers and cornering
three others.  Recently,
Pakistan has been hit by a
wave of terrorist activities
orchestrated by various terror
outfits.
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The Reserve Bank is likely
to maintain the status
quo on the short-term

interest rate in its monetary pol-
icy review later this week, with
inflation staying in comfort
zone and economic growth
moving at an accelerated pace,
opined experts.
The RBI has left the benchmark
policy rate (repo) unchanged in
its past four bi-monthly mone-
tary policies. The RBI had last
increased the repo rate In
February to 6.5 per cent, thus
ending the interest rate hiking
spree which began in May 2022
in the aftermath of Russia-
Ukraine war and subsequent
disruptions in the global supply
chain resulting in high inflation
in the country.
RBI Governor Shaktikanta Das-
headed Monetary Policy
Committee (MPC) is scheduled
to begin its three-day delibera-
tions on December 6. Das
would unveil the decision of the
six-member MPC on
December 8 morning. The
MPC meeting is scheduled for
December 6-8, 2023.
India retained the tag of the

world’s fastest-growing major
economy, with its GDP expand-
ing by a faster-than-expected
rate of 7.6 per cent in the July-
September quarter on booster
shots from government spend-
ing and manufacturing.
On expectations from the RBI’s
monetary policy, Madan
Sabnavis, Chief Economist,
Bank of Baroda, said the central
bank is most likely to maintain
the status quo on rates as well
as stance this time.

“The high growth witnessed in
Q2 in GDP will provide assur-
ance that the economy is on
track. The low core inflation
numbers in the last few months
will provide comfort that there
is no need to increase rates even
while headline inflation is like-
ly to be volatile in the upward
direction,” he said.
Some direction on liquidity
will be useful to the market as
the system is in deficit for quite
some time, he said, and added

there can be some upward revi-
sion in the GDP growth num-
bers though will not be very sig-
nificant. Aurodeep Nandi, India
economist at Nomura, also
expects the MPC to unani-
mously vote to pause at its
December policy meeting.
“Of particular interest will be
RBI’s commentary around
OMO sales, which were
announced in the previous pol-
icy meeting, but tight liquidity
conditions have so far made the

implementation difficult. Our
baseline view is that the RBI will
continue with the policy and
stance pause for now,” Nandi
said.
The government has mandated
the central government to
ensure that the retail inflation
based on the Consumer Price
Index (CPI) stays at 4 per cent,
with a margin of 2 per cent on
either side.
While anticipating the status
quo on the key benchmark
lending rate, R G Agarwal,
Chairman of Dhanuka Group,
said Indian agriculture must
embrace technological advance-
ments and implement farm
mechanization to boost crop
yields and improve farmers’
livelihoods.
“This necessitates both public
and private sector investments,
which hinge on access to afford-
able financing. While both the
Reserve Bank of India and the
government have taken prior
measures to address this issue,
additional incentives, such as
monetary and fiscal benefits, are
required to promote farm
mechanization,” he added.
The retail inflation eased to a
four-month low of 4.87 per cent

in October, mainly due to cool-
ing prices of food items. The
Reserve Bank’s Monetary Policy
Committee (MPC), in its
October meeting, projected CPI
inflation at 5.4 per cent for
2023-24, a moderation from 6.7
per cent in 2022-23.
Mohit Jain, Managing Director,
Krisumi Corporation, opined
that this successive pause in
interest rate hikes reiterates
RBI’s commitment to provide
broad-based growth in the
economy with financial stabili-
ty.
“The policy decision will facil-
itate a stable ecosystem for eco-
nomic activity. This will bring
a sigh of relief for homeowners
since they have been feeling the
strain of increased interest rates
on long-term loans. In the
housing sector, a stable interest
rate environment will not only
foster confidence among poten-
tial buyers but also make hous-
ing loans more accessible and
affordable,” he added.
The MPC is entrusted with the
responsibility of deciding the
policy repo rate with the objec-
tive of achieving the inflation
target, keeping in mind the
objective of growth.
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The Government has received
foreign direct investment

(FDI) proposals worth about Rs
one lakh crore since April 2020
from countries sharing land
border with India and half of
those applications have been
cleared so far, a top official said.
The remaining are either pend-
ing or withdrawn or rejected by
the government.
In April 2020, the government
came out with a press note
under which the Centre made
its prior approval mandatory for
foreign investments from coun-
tries that share land border
with India to curb opportunis-
tic takeovers of domestic firms
following the COVID-19 pan-
demic.
Countries which share land
borders with India are China,
Bangladesh, Pakistan, Bhutan,
Nepal, Myanmar and
Afghanistan. As per that deci-
sion, FDI proposals from these
countries need government
approval for investments in
India in any sector.
After that press note, “propos-
als worth about Rs one lakh
crore have come in and in that,
50 per cent have been cleared
and the rest are either pending
or withdrawn or rejected. So it’s
not a complete shutdown for
that FDI. We are taking a
nuanced view on those appli-
cations, depending on whether
they are adding value to our
manufacturing capacities or
not,” the government official,
who did not wish to be named,
said.

The pending proposals are there
with security agencies and cer-
tain ministries.
The number is “very big” for
proposals which have been
withdrawn, the official added.
An inter-ministerial committee
has been formed by the gov-
ernment to scrutinise these pro-
posals. The major sectors under
which these FDI proposals came
included manufacturing of
heavy machinery, automobile,
auto components; computer
software and hardware; trading,
e-commerce, and manufactur-
ing of light engineering and elec-
trical. Most of those applications
had come from China. Besides,
Nepal, Bhutan and Bangladesh
too had submitted certain appli-
cations.
India received USD 2.5 billion
FDI equity from China during
the period from April 2000 to
September 2023.
During the period, India
received USD 0.08 million
investments from Bangladesh,
USD 4.51 million from Nepal,
USD 9 million from Myanmar
and USD 2.57 million from
Afghanistan.
China’s largest automaker SAIC
Motor has last month inked a
joint venture agreement with the
JSW Group to accelerate the
transformation and growth of
MG Motor in India, which has
been struggling to raise capital
to fund future growth.
As per the shareholder agree-
ment, share purchase and share
subscription agreement signed
in London, JSW Group will hold
a 35 per cent stake in the Indian
JV operations. 
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Honda Cars India plans to
increase prices of its

vehicles from January in
order to partially offset the
impact of riding input costs,
according to a senior compa-
ny official. The Japanese car-
maker sells three models --
Elevate, City and Amaze -- in
the Indian market.
In an interaction with PTI,
Honda Cars India Vice
President (Marketing and
Sales) Kunal Behl said the
company will increase the
prices of its models from
next month due to pressure
on input costs.
“The model-wise amount of
increase will be finalised by
the end of this month. Our
new model Elevate which
was launched at an intro-
ductory price has been well
received by the market with
very high customer consid-
eration. The introductory
price wil l  be val id t i l l
December 23 and price will
be revised from January
2024,” he noted. 
Maruti Suzuki, Mahindra &
Mahindra and Audi India
have also announced plans to
hike prices of their passenger
vehicles in January 2024 cit-
ing reasons, including cost
pressure driven by overall
inflation and increased com-
modity rates.
Besides, Tata Motors and
Mercedes-Benz India are
mulling increasing the prices
of their models from January.
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The combined market valu-
ation of nine of the top-10

most valued firms climbed Rs
1,30,391.96 crore last week,
with Bharti Airtel and Tata
Consultancy Services (TCS)
emerging as the biggest gain-
ers, amid an overall optimistic
trend in equities.
Last week, the BSE bench-
mark jumped 1,511.15 points
or 2.29 per cent.
Barring Reliance Industries,
nine other companies includ-
ing HDFC Bank, ICICI Bank,

Infosys and Hindustan
Unilever witnessed addition
in their market valuation.
Bharti Airtel’s valuation rallied
Rs 23,746.04 crore to Rs
5,70,466.88 crore.
The market capitalisation
(mcap) of TCS jumped by Rs
19,027.07 crore to reach Rs
12,84,180.67 crore.
HDFC Bank added Rs
17,881.88 crore, taking its mar-
ket valuation to Rs 11,80,588.59
crore.
ITC’s mcap climbed Rs
15,159.02 crore to Rs
5,61,159.09 crore and that of

Bajaj Finance soared Rs
14,480.29 crore to Rs
4,48,446.82 crore.
The valuation of ICICI Bank
surged Rs 12,085.42 crore to Rs

6,63,370.71 crore and that of
Hindustan Unilever advanced
Rs 11,348.53 crore to Rs
6,02,258.98 crore.
The mcap of State Bank of

India went up by Rs 10,307.92
crore to Rs 5,10,353.93 crore
and that of Infosys climbed Rs
6,355.79 crore to Rs 6,02,747.01
crore.
However, the market valuation
of Reliance Industries declined
by Rs 574.95 crore to Rs
16,19,332.44 crore.
In the ranking of top-10 firms,
Reliance Industries retained
the title of the most valued
firm, followed by TCS, HDFC
Bank, ICICI Bank, Infosys,
Hindustan Unilever, Bharti
Airtel, ITC, State Bank of India
and Bajaj Finance.
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Life Insurance Corporation
(LIC) is planning to open

office in GIFT International
Financial Services Centre
Gandhinagar (Gujarat) during
the current fiscal to further its
overseas business.
LIC’s presence in the Gujarat
International Finance Tec
(GIFT) City-International
Financial Services Centre (IFSC)
will enable the company to
expand its global business.
“We are going to open our
branch very soon in the GIFT
City. It should happen during
the current financial year itself.
This will enhance our foreign
operations,” LIC Chairman
Siddhartha Mohanty told PTI in

an interview.
He said LIC has presence in 14
countries through branch
offices, subsidiaries and joint
ventures.
The Corporation directly oper-
ates through its branch offices in
Fiji (Suva and Lautoka),
Mauritius (Port Louis) and
United Kingdom (Watford).
Besides, it has subsidiaries in
Life Insurance Corporation
(International) Bahrain, Life
Insurance Corporation (Nepal)
Ltd, Life Insurance Corporation
(Lanka) Ltd, Life Insurance
Corporation (LIC) of
Bangladesh Ltd.
It also has a foreign wholly-
owned subsidiary -- Life
Insurance Corporation
(Singapore) Pte Ltd.

Asked about the plans with
regard to foreign operations,
Mohanty said, the idea is to con-
solidate and strengthen those
operations so that they generate
greater return for the
Corporation.
As part of its digital transfor-
mation exercise, insurance behe-

moth is exploring the possibil-
ity of setting up a fintech unit.
LIC has initiated a total digital
transformation project DIVE
(Digital Innovation and Value
Enhancement) and appointed a
consultant to steer the project,
he said.
“Our objective is to get best-in-
class digital initiatives for all our
stakeholders, customers, inter-
mediaries, marketing people
and everybody through the
project DIVE,” he said.
In the first phase, the customer
acquisition part is going to be
transformed, he said.
Customer acquisition is done
through three modes -- agent,
bancassurance and direct sale.
LIC gets most of its new cus-
tomers through its agents.
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The National Company Law
Appellate Tribunal

(NCLAT) has upheld the penal-
ty imposed by the National
Financial Reporting Authority
(NFRA) on auditors of Dewan
Housing Finance Corporation
Ltd (DHFL) observing that it
has retrospective jurisdiction in
the case of misconduct.
Dismissing a bunch of appeals
by DHFL’s auditors, NCLAT in
its 156-page long order said
NFRA has a “clear and required
retrospective jurisdiction” over
the alleged offences by delin-
quent Chartered Accountants
for a period even prior to its for-
mation.
Earlier in April 2023, NFRA had
passed an order imposing a fine

of Rs one lakh each on 18 DHFL
auditors, barring 14, for six
months to a year, citing mis-
conduct in branch audits.
Four of them - Harish T K, Ayna
Tamtam, M Baskaran and Sam
Varghese - who were debarred
for one year had challenged the
order by filing an appeal before
NCLAT.
The preliminary ground of the
appellants was that NFRA does
not have any retrospective juris-
diction since the watchdog was
constituted on October 10, 2018.
The NFRA Rules were notified
on November 13, 2018, where-
as the financial statements of
DHFL in question pertain to FY
2017-18.
However, a two-member
NCLAT bench rejected all the
points raised by the auditors and

said section 132 (4) of the
Companies Act, 2013, under
which the auditors were
debarred, can be applied retro-
spectively.
“After taking into consideration
the background for forming
NFRA, the judgment of the
Apex Court, proven scams,
need to restore shaken confi-
dence of public and investors at
large and prevent any adverse
impact on the Indian economy,
we hold that NFRA has clear
and required retrospective
jurisdiction over the alleged
offences by delinquent
Chartered Accountants for
period prior to formation of
NFRA or prior to coming into
effect relevant portion of
Section 132 of Companies Act,
2013,” it said.
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This is a complete misconception that
exports and imports contribute signif-

icantly to global carbon emissions and India
needs to flag this issue in the discussions on
global trade and climate change in Dubai,
think tank GTRI said on Sunday.
On December 4, United Nations climate
change conference COP28 in Dubai is ded-
icating a day to explore the relationship
between global trade and climate change.
The World Trade Organization (WTO) is
the co-lead of the Trade Day event.
The primary goal is to nudge governments
worldwide to integrate climate-friendly
measures into their national trade policies,
the Global Trade Research Initiative (GTRI)
said in its report.
Other potential topics of discussions include
green trade policies, the role of renewable
energy in trade, and carbon pricing strate-
gies, it added.
“India must highlight the misconception
that trade significantly contributes to glob-
al emissions. It must be corrected as trade-
related activities account for only about 3
per cent of global greenhouse gas emissions,
not the often-cited 25 per cent,” the report
said.
The other two important issues which India
should raise include suggesting the 164-
member Geneva-based global trade body
WTO to focus only on prioritizing its core
mandate of regulating trade, rather than

overreaching into areas better managed by
specialized agencies, such as the
International Maritime Organization’s
(IMO) efforts in decarbonizing global
shipping; and highlight the potential con-
flicts of the Carbon Border Adjustment
Mechanism (CBAM) with the Paris
Agreement, it said.
About correcting the misconception that
trade significantly contributes to global
emissions, GTRI Co-Founder Ajay
Srivastava said that this discrepancy stems
from a misinterpretation of trade-related
emissions, which can be bifurcated into two
primary categories.

“Firstly, emissions resulting from the trans-
portation of goods, particularly via shipping,
account for about 3 per cent of the global
total. Secondly, emissions related to the pro-
duction of goods - though occurring at the
production site - are often mistakenly
attributed to the trade process, thereby
inflating its perceived environmental
impact,” he added.
He also said that the WTO’s fundamental
role is regulating trade, rather than overex-
tending into realms already effectively
managed by specialized agreements or
agencies.
The IMO has recently outlined a compre-
hensive strategy for decarbonizing global
shipping, setting ambitious targets for 2030
and 2040, and aiming for net-zero emissions
by 2050, the think tank said.
“With the WTO struggling to fulfil its pri-
mary trade regulatory functions for over two
decades, it is crucial for the organization to
focus on internal reform and avoid
encroaching on areas outside its expertise.
The WTO has saddled itself with many new
subjects and is unable to deliver even on core
trade related subjects,” he said.
On CBAM or carbon tax, a kind of addi-
tional import duty, the report said that India
must underscore how the CBAM potentially
undermines the Paris Agreement’s goals of
fostering global cooperation, respecting dif-
ferentiated responsibilities, supporting sus-
tainable development, and utilizing market-
based emission reduction mechanisms.
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Realty firm Godrej Properties
net debt rose 17 per cent in

the July-September quarter to Rs
6,174 crore mainly due to fund
acquisition of land parcels.
According to its investors pre-
sentation, the net debt of
Mumbai-based Godrej
Properties stood at Rs 6,174
crore as on September 30, 2023.
Its net debt was Rs 5,298 crore
as on June 30, 2023 and Rs 3,649
crore at the end of the last fis-
cal. 
Last month, Godrej Properties
Executive Chairperson Pirojsha
Godrej had said that the net debt
has risen because of aggressive
land acquisitions done by the
company since last April.
Most of the land acquisition has
been done outright which
requires upfront payment, he
had said.
However, Pirojsha Godrej main-
tained that the debt position is
comfortable as the net debt-
equity ratio is 0.65.
During the last financial year,
Godrej Properties acquired mul-
tiple land parcels across various
cities to develop housing pro-

jects that can generate a revenue
of Rs 32,325 crore.
In the current fiscal, the com-
pany targets to acquire land
parcels that can help generate
revenue of Rs 15,000 crore. In
the first six months, it has
already added projects worth Rs
7,175 crore.
Pirojsha said the net debt might
further rise in the next few quar-
ters before stabilising.
On the operational front, Godrej
Properties is confident to meet
its target to sell properties worth
Rs 14,000 crore this fiscal as it
expects strong demand for its
ongoing and upcoming housing
projects.
Godrej Properties, the real estate
arm of Godrej Group, had sold
properties worth Rs 12,232
crore in the previous fiscal.
“We are confident of meeting
the annual guidance of Rs
14,000 crore of sales bookings.
Hopefully we can do better,” he
had said.
The company has achieved 48
per cent growth in its sales
bookings to Rs 7,288 crore dur-
ing April-September period of
2023-24 fiscal from Rs 4,929
crore in the year-ago period.
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After turning net sellers in the
past two months, FPIs again

made a comeback in the Indian
stock markets in November and
pumped in Rs 9,000 crore amid
fall in US treasury bond yields
and the resilience of the domes-
tic market.
Additionally, Foreign Portfolio
Investors (FPIs) made a net
investment of Rs 14,860 crore in
the debt market last month,
making it the highest level in six
years, data with the depositories
showed.
Going forward, FPI response will
be crucially determined by the
market trend, which, in turn, will
be influenced by the state elec-
tion results, VK Vijayakumar,
Chief Investment Strategist at
Geojit Financial Services, said. If
the state election results turn out
to be favorable for the ruling dis-
pensation, the market will stage
a rally, and overseas investors are
unlikely to miss that rally by big
selling, he added.
According to the data, FPIs
made a net investment of Rs
9,000 crore in Indian equities in

November.
This came after FPIs dumped
Indian equities worth Rs 24,548
crore in October and Rs 14,767
crore in September. Before the
outflow, FPIs were incessantly
buying Indian equities in the last
six months from March to
August and brought in Rs 1.74
lakh crore during the period.
The latest inflow can be attrib-
uted to fluctuations in the US
Treasury yields and crude oil
prices. Last month, the market
witnessed the remarkable listing
of two IPOs - IREDA and Tata
Tech - potentially indicating a
positive trend for foreign
investors, Bharat Dhawan,
Managing Partner, Mazars in
India, said.
“While the decline in US trea-
sury bond yields could have
prompted FPIs to turn their
focus back to the Indian market
for better returns, listing of IPOs
would have also bought foreign
investors back,” Himanshu
Srivastava, Associate Director -
Manager Research at
Morningstar Investment
Research India Private Limited,
said.
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Thousands of runners
from all across the coun-
try on Sunday participat-

ed in a ‘Half Marathon’ in the
capital city of Assam, showcas-
ing the grit, determination and
enthusiasm of people.
The ‘Coal India Guwahati Half
Marathon’ was organised under
the aegis of Eastern Command
of the Indian Army in associ-
ation with the Assam govern-
ment and title sponsor Coal
India Ltd.
Nazeem Pulikkal and Phurba
Tamang won the race in men’s
and women’s categories respec-
tively, an official said.
Emphius Nongrum and
Teiboklang Biam came sec-
ond and third among the men,
while Bandasharai Marwein
and Fulmoni Urang won the
second and third positions
among the women respective-
ly, he added.
“The event witnessed participa-
tion of over 5,000 participants
under the categories of 21 km,
10 km and 5 km in different age
groups. The determination and
grit shown by the differently

abled who participated in the
5 km run further added to the
spirit of the event,” Defence
PRO Lt Col Mahender Rawat
said.
Over 800 women and girls
participated in the run in var-
ious categories, reflecting
‘Naari Shakti’ in the true sense,
he added.
The Sarusajai sports complex
was decked up in colourful
themes, symbolising celebra-
tion and festival. The route of
the run was interspersed with
cheering zones, dance troupes
and bands all along, thereby
keeping the adrenaline of the
runners pumping high.
“The unwavering commit-
ment and tireless efforts of
Army’s Eastern Command
and the Assam government
have laid the foundation for
many such future events in
Northeast India, forging a
legacy that will be remem-
bered for years to come,”
Rawat said.
The run represented a shared
dream of unity, fitness, sports
adventure and above all peace
and prosperity across the
region, he emphasised. 
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World number one golfer
Scottie Scheffler main-

tained his lead in the Hero
World Challenge with a 7-
under 65, his best round of the
week thus far, on the moving
day here on Saturday.
Scheffler, who finished run-
ner-up to Viktor Hovland in
the previous two editions,
had shot a 69 and 66 on the
first two days.
He will be challenged by Matt
Fitzpatrick on the final day as
the Englishman jumped three
spots to be second with a 7-
under 65. With the overall
aggregate of 203, he is three
shots behind 2022 Masters
winner Scheffler.
Justin Thomas is two shots
behind Fitzpatrick after a 4-
under 68 in the third round.
Fitzpatrick’s 46-foot eagle putt
on the 15th stood out.
Another big mover on the day
was Jason Day who gained
four spots to be Tied-4th
alongside Tony Finau, who
both have tallied 206 for the
week.
Tournament host and 15-time
major winner Tiger Woods is
way back in the 20-man field
but he is happy with how his
body has responded in his
first event since April.
He is Tied-16th alongside
Hovland after carding a 1-
under 71 on Saturday. Woods,
who is 16 shots behind the
leader, had managed 75 on the
opening day before improving
to a 70 on Friday.
“I still have the game. It’s
whether or not the body can
do it. I’m very pleasantly sur-
prised at how I’ve recovered
every day. My activations in
the gym have been good,” said
Woods.
“To be able to knock off some
of the rust as I have this week
and showed myself that I can
recover each and every day,
that was kind of an unknown.
“I’ve walked this far. I’ve done
all my training. But add in

playing and concentration
and adrenaline and all those
other factors that speed up
everything, I’m very excited
how the week’s turned out,”
added an upbeat Woods, who
plans to play one tournament
a month next year if his body
permits.
Leader Scheffler has been
consistent through the week
and is primed to win his
maiden HWC title.
He is particularly pleased
with his putting having made
a change to his putter this
week.
Scheffler was on fire from the
get go and collected two eagles
and four birdies before losing
a shot on the 18th hole.
“Like I said at the beginning
of the week, I feel as if I’m
much more clear in what I
need to be working on and a
lot of that has to do with how
I’m set up over the ball.
“When I’m set up in the right
position, then I feel like my
mechanics are really good.
That’s what I’m focused on.
I’m not focused on setting up
perfectly. “I have my feels
that I’m trying to get to in the
setup and then not trying to
be perfect, just trying to hit
good putts,” he said.
Scheffler is much better
placed to lift the trophy hav-
ing missed out on the last two
years. He is backing himself to
go all the way.
“Yeah, I think I’ve been kind
of on the outside looking in
going into Sunday. I could be
wrong, but I remember it
being I had two really good
back nines to give myself
kind of an outside chance.
“The first year was definitely
outside chance. I think last
year I maybe was one or two
back going into 18. Like I said,
I was kind of on the outside
looking in going into the
tournament -- sorry, going in
the back nine.
“Yeah, it’s nice to be in posi-
tion this week to win,” added
the Texan. 
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Asupporter from Nantes
died on Saturday fol-

lowing a fight that took place
before the club’s 1-0 win
over Nice in the latest out-
break of violence to mar
French soccer this season.
Nantes said in a statement
overnight that the fan was
“fatally injured” close to the
club’s stadium. According to
the L’Equipe newspaper, the
fan was a member of the
Brigade Loire, Nantes’ main
group of diehard fans. 
“In circumstances which are
the subject of an ongoing
judicial investigation, the 31-
year-old collapsed, hit in the
back,” the club said. “Despite
the intervention of emer-
gency services, the fan could
not be saved.”
Nantes said the public pros-
ecutor’s office has launched
an investigation into volun-
tary manslaughter.
Nantes public prosecutor
Renaud Gaudeul said the
incident took place shortly
before 8 PM local time when
several private hire vehicles
carrying Nice fans on their
way to the match were
attacked by groups of Nantes
supporters.
“The very first forensic inves-
tigations show that the victim
had a wound on his back,
possibly caused by a bladed
weapon,” the prosecutor said,
quoted by French media. 
Local newspaper Ouest

France said the suspected
assailant initially fled the
scene before turning himself
in at a police station.
French sports minister
Amélie Oudéa-Castéra
expressed her “great sorrow”
in a message posted on X, the
social network formerly
known as Twitter.
“My thoughts are with his
family, his loved ones and his
friends in the stands,” she
wrote. Nantes coach Jocelyn
Gourvennec, who was
appointed this week, said he
only found out about the
supporter’s death after the
match.
“I can’t imagine how you can
go to a soccer match, some-
times with your family, and
be between life and death
after a match,” he said. “It’s
inconceivable. The players
talked about it a lot in the
dressing room, they were
very touched.”
The French soccer league has
been making headlines for all
the wrong reasons this sea-
son following an upsurge of
violence in stadiums over the
past two campaigns.
According to Interior
Minister Gerald Darmanin,
more than 100 police officers
were injured in soccer-relat-
ed incidents last season.
In October in Montpellier, a
match was stopped in added
time after fans threw a fire-
work from the stands that
landed next to Clermont
goalkeeper Mory Diaw.
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In a significant development,
the Athletics Federation of

India on Sunday decided to
stop running national camps
for elite athletes after the Paris
Olympics, leaving the door
open for public and private
entities to take care of the top
players.
“We have decided to wind up
national senior training camps
after Paris (next year). We
have communicated this to
the sports ministry, which has
appreciated our move,” AFI
president Adille Sumariwalla
said on the concluding day of
the federation’s AGM here.
“There are so many good facil-
ities at SAI NCOEs (National
Centres of Excellence).
Reliance, JSW, Tata and other
private entities also have good
facilities. They have made huge
investments and appointed for-
eign coaches.
“They can train athletes at
their facilities. Not only the pri-
vate entities, the Army Sports
Institute, Railways, Air Force,
Navy, ONGC, other public
sector entities and even state
governments can also train
their athletes.
“We have 5-10 SAI centres but
we can have 200 such centres
(for training with public and
private entities’ participation).
The athletes will have more
access, they can stay at their
homes and not at camps for
training.”
The AFI’s move would mean
that top athletes like Neeraj
Chopra, Murali Sreeshankar
and Avinash Sable will not
train under the aegis of the AFI
after 2024 Paris, though it will
continue to monitor them.
The athletes can now come
directly under public and pri-
vate entities, including states
such as Odisha, Madhya
Pradesh and Gujarat, which
have also appointed foreign
coaches.
The AFI will, however, moni-
tor the athletes through a team

of coaches.
Currently, the AFI conducts
centralised national training
camps of around 130-150 elite
athletes under the supervision
of 50-60 support staff, mainly
at NIS Patiala, Bengaluru SAI
Centre and LNCPE in
Thiruvananthapuram.
Chopra mainly trains outside
India while Sreeshankar is
coached by his father S. Murali
in Kerala. Both are supported
by JSW.
Sumariwalla said the idea is to
decentralise the camps and
spread them through the coun-
try so that the athletes can train
closer to their homes. The AFI
is, however, yet to chalk out the
modalities of how the public
and private entities will take
charge of running the training
camps and how the federation
will monitor the athletes.
Junior programme, 4x400m
relay teams to remain under
AFI
The junior national training

camps, being held at the
National Centres of Excellence
(NCOEs) in collaboration will
AFI, will remain with the fed-
eration.
The AFI added that it will con-
tinue to train the men’s
4x400m, women’s 4x400m and
mixed 4x400m relay teams.
“The three relay teams will
have to be under the direct
supervision of AFI as the relay
members cannot train sepa-
rately as they need coordina-
tion. We will also continue to
hold competitions,” AFI
Planning Commission chair-
man Lalit Bhanot said.
The AFI will also take care of
the athletes during foreign
exposure tours.
The federation’s decision to
stop running national camps
would mean less control over
dope testing of athletes.
The AFI, while admitting this,
said the pros outweigh the
cons.
One reason behind the move to

allow public and private enti-
ties to enter the training
domain is to increase the size
of the athletes’ pool, which cur-
rently stands between 100 and
150.
“If the training camps are
spread across the country, they
will be accessible to a lot more
athletes. The pool of elite ath-
letes will be more and the
competition will be tougher.
We hope this will produce
more world beaters,” said
Bhanot.

It’s in the best interest of ath-
letics: Anju
Legendary athlete and AFI
senior vice-president Anju
Bobby George said the exit of
the AFI from running training
camps was the right decision
and the way forward to achieve
more success on the interna-
tional stage. “The study (aca-
demics) of athletes was also a
major concern. If an athlete is
training at NIS or Bengaluru or
Thiruvananthapuram for 11
months in a year, it is very dif-
ficult for them to study. Now
they can train closer to their
homes and can also study
properly,” said the 2003 World
Championships bronze medal-
list long-jumper on the side-
lines of AFI’s AGM.
“Not just the athletes, the
coaches also have to leave their
families and stay at the nation-
al camps for 11 months in a
year. They can now opt for
training camps near their
homes.”
She admitted that there could
be issues during the initial
months but it would take
Indian athletics forward.
“Currently, the AFI can call
anybody from any part of the
country for camps at NIS or
Bengaluru. But now what will
happen if for example an ath-
lete from Tamil Nadu wants to
train in Kerala? These kinds of
things we will have to deal with
initially but ultimately it will,
hopefully, lead us to a better
system.” she said.
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Ravaged by injuries and hurt-
ing from a cruel VAR call in

midweek, Newcastle was hard-
ly in ideal shape as the same 11
players were sent out by manag-
er Eddie Howe for a third
straight game for the English
Premier League meeting with
Manchester United on Saturday.
You’d never have known.
Newcastle’s dominant 1-0 win at
St. James’ Park was testament to
the unwavering spirit in a squad
being stretched to the limit as
the Saudi-owned club chal-
lenges for trophies on all fronts.
At the same time, it was a real-
ity check for Man United after
its recent revival in the league
marked by narrow, scrappy wins
and sensational goals.
Anthony Gordon’s 55th-minute
goal proved to be enough for
Newcastle, which - in the space
of a week - has beaten Chelsea
and Man United either side of
being denied a famous
Champions League win at Paris
Saint-Germain because of a
roundly condemned handball
decision.
“It’s been a massive week for us,”
Gordon said. “The same 11
players have played three games
on the bounce and we’ve pulled
through.

“It’s not just the guys who are
injured - the guys who are play-
ing are injured. We’ve got kicks
and bruises all over.”
Indeed, injuries are really
starting to bite. The list was
already into double figures
before goalkeeper Nick Pope
went off in the 86th minute
with a suspected dislocated
shoulder, sustained when he
dived to stop a shot that never
actually reached him. 
The schedule doesn’t get any eas-
ier, though. Newcastle doesn’t
have a midweek off in
December, during which the
team plays in the League Cup
quarterfinals and finishes off its
Champions League group cam-
paign.
Its remaining fit players are
running on fumes but are still
decently placed in fifth - seven
points behind Premier League
leader Arsenal, which beat
Wolverhampton 2-1 on
Saturday. United, which had
won five of its previous six
league games, dropped to sev-

enth place and had only one shot
on target in a tired-looking dis-
play coming three days after a 3-
3 draw at Galatasaray in the
Champions League.

FOUR POINTS CLEAR
Arsenal stretched its lead to
four points after scoring early
goals through Bukayo Saka
and Martin Odegaard before

hanging on against Wolves.
Manchester City and
Liverpool - the teams who
started the weekend placed
second and third - are in

action on Sunday and can
trim the gap back down to one
point.
Both of Arsenal’s goals were
well worked, with Saka scor-
ing in the sixth minute after a
buildup including Gabriel
Jesus and Takehiro Tomiyasu
and Odegaard converting a
cross from Oleksandr
Zinchenko from the left.
Zinchenko was at fault for
Wolves’  goal,  scored by
Matheus Cunha in the 86th,
and there were some nervy
moments in stoppage time.
“The team was extraordinary
again today,” Arsenal manager
Mikel Arteta said of his players,
who were coming off a 6-0 win
over Lens in the Champions
League in midweek. 

15-SECOND GOAL
Jay Rodriguez got the ball
rolling for Burnley in its 5-0
thrashing of 10-man Sheffield
United by scoring inside 16
seconds, yet that wasn’t his
fastest goal in the league.

Almost 10 years ago to the day,
the striker netted after just
13.58 seconds for
Southampton against Chelsea.
No other player in the compe-
tition’s history has two goals
that quick.
It was a dismal start to a for-
gettable match for Sheffield
United, which was 2-0 down
by the time Oli McBurnie was
sent off in first-half stoppage
time for collecting two yellow
cards. Both of them were for
elbowing Burnley defender
Dara O’Shea in the face.
Burnley scored three goals in
a seven-minute span from the
73rd to tie for the biggest ever
league win by a team that
started a match in last place.
The win ended Burnley’s
record seven-match losing run
at home to start this season.
That losing streak at home was
nine matches in total in the
Premier League, taking in the
final two games of the 2021-
22 campaign when the team
was relegated.

Sheffield United dropped to
last place and has conceded 39
goals in 14 games.

EVERTON’S MISSION
Everton was plunged into the
relegation zone on the back of
its record 10-point deduction
for financial mismanagement.
The team is unlikely to stay
there for long.
A 1-0 win at Nottingham
Forest gave Everton its first
points since the sanction and
lifted Sean Dyche’s side to
within two points of safety.
With Luton - which lost at
Brentford 3-1 - immediately
above and Burnley and
Sheffield United below,
Everton can capitalize on there
being three weak teams near
the bottom of the league.
Dwight McNeil scored
Everton’s winner at the City
Ground, arrowing a diagonal
shot into the top corner in the
67th minute to cap a strong
display by the visitors.
There were jeers from the
home fans at the final whistle.
Forest manager Steve Cooper
joins Sheffield United’s Paul
Heckingbottom in being
under big pressure after 14
games, with - somewhat
unusually - no coaches having
been fired so far this seas
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Explosive left-hander
Rinku Singh has emerged
as a “contender” for the

finisher’s spot in India’s T20
World Cup squad, according to
Ashish Nehra, but the former
India pacer also believes that
the batter will face stiff chal-
lenge for the position from fel-
low cricketers.
The T20 World Cup will be
played in the West Indies and
the USA in June next year.
Rinku has been in blazing
form in the ongoing five-match
T20I series against Australia,
and, in the fourth match in
Raipur on Friday, his 46 off 29
balls was vital in India’s 3-1
series-clinching 20-run win.
“There is no doubt that Rinku
Singh is a contender for inclu-
sion in India’s T20 World Cup
squad,” the former left-arm
pacer told JioCinema.
“But the World Cup is still far
away and the spot he’s fighting
for has many challengers.”
Rinku has played some defin-
ing knocks in the ongoing
series. His 31 not out from nine
balls played a big role in India’s
44-run win in the second T20I
at Thiruvananthapuram.
With no clarity on whether

Rohit Sharma and Virat Kohli
will be in India’s scheme of
things for the global showpiece,
there could be major changes
in the T20 squad for the World
Cup and Rinku could emerge
as a leading contender for the
slog overs.
“You can look at Jitesh Sharma
(wicketkeeper-batter) and Tilak
Varma. We’ll have to discuss
the positions where Shreyas

Iyer, Suryakumar Yadav and
Hardik Pandya will play,” the
cricketer-turned-commentator
said.
“So, we have to see how many
spots are available in the 15-
member squad. But one thing
is sure, he (Rinku) has opened
everyone’s eyes and put every-
one under pressure. But there’s
still a lot of time to go. The trip
to South Africa is coming up

followed by the IPL,” averred
Nehra. Nehra defended the
young Indian pace attack,
which has been criticised in
some quarters for leaking 200-
plus totals in the first three
T20Is against Australia.
The squad for the five-match
series is without stalwarts
Mohammed Shami, Jasprit
Bumrah and Mohammed Siraj,
who have been rested.
“The conditions for the first
three matches were different
and a lot of the bowlers have
changed. Your experienced
bowlers like Mohammed
Shami, Jasprit Bumrah and
Mohammed Siraj have been
rested.
“If you speak of Avesh Khan
and Mukesh Kumar, they have
just been introduced to inter-
national cricket. And then
we saw over 200 runs being
scored in the first three
matches. So, it’s not that only
the Indian bowlers leaked
runs, even Australia’s bowlers
have given away a lot of runs.
“In these circumstances,
Mukesh Kumar has been a big
positive for India. The way he
has bowled with wet balls, his
execution of yorkers and bowl-
ing in the death overs has
been terrific,” he added. 
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Unexplained moaning nois-
es disrupted the draw cer-

emony for the European
Championship in men’s soccer
on Saturday and competed for
attention with the team names
being read out on stage.
The interruption, which
seemed to sound like sexual
noises, was clearly heard for
several minutes on the ceremo-
ny broadcast from a concert
hall in Hamburg. A British
prankster claimed credit on
social media for the stunt and
posted footage of himself mak-
ing cell phone calls to activate
a ring tone in the venue which
has excellent acoustics.
A later clip posted to the social
media site X, formerly known
as Twitter, appeared to show
the prankster inside the venue
during a rehearsal for the hour-
long Saturday evening event.
It was the latest security lapse
at a high-profile event of UEFA,
which declined to comment. 
In July 2021, violence broke out
before the final of the previous
European Championship at
Wembley Stadium in London. 
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David Warner has been
handed the chance of a

hoped-for Sydney Cricket
Ground farewell after being
named in Australia’s squad for
the first of three home tests
against Pakistan.
The squad named Sunday,
which includes the 37-year-old
opener, is only for the first test
at Perth from Dec. 14-19.
If he hold his place for the sec-
ond test at the Melbourne
Cricket Ground starting on
Boxing Day, Warner will be in
line for his dream farewell on
his home ground in Sydney
from Jan. 3 to 7.
Warner’s recent test form has
been mixed and he has aver-
aged 28 in test matches since
the summer of 2019 when he
made a triple century against
Pakistan at Adelaide. He has
made clear his wish to end his
Baggy Green career at Sydney
while continuing to play for
Australia in white ball cricket.
Warner will start the summer
opening the batting with
Usman Khawaja while opener
candidates Cameron Bancroft,
Matt Renshaw and Marcus
Harris will have a chance to

stake their claims with the
Prime Minister’s XI which
plays Pakistan at Canberra
from Dec. 6 to 9.
Fast bowler Lance Morris is
closer to a test debut after
being recalled to the 14-man
squad. Cameron Green also
returns after previously losing
his test spot to Mitch Marsh
and Alex Carey has been
named wicketkeeper after los-
ing that role at the recent one-
day World Cup.
Spinner Nathan Lyon is back
after recovering from a calf
injury which ruled him out of
the latter stages of the Ashes
series. He replaces Todd
Murphy.
Chairman of selectors George
Bailey said the incumbents
had earned the opportunity to
play the first test of the summer

after an outstanding winter in
which Australia won the World
Test Championship and
retained the Ashes.
“Thirteen members of the
squad were part of the victori-
ous World Test Championship
and successful Ashes tours
over the winter and Lance
Morris has been recalled after
recovering from his back injury
over the same period,” Bailey
said.
“As ever, there will be opportu-
nities in the short to medium
term to break into this squad
and we look forward to seeing
the continued strong perfor-
mances from players who have
been performing domestically,
many of whom will get a
tremendous opportunity in the
PM’s XI fixture against Pakistan
later this week.”
Morris has taken 11 wickets at
25.5 in three Sheffield Shield
matches for West Australia
since returning from the back
injury which ruled him out of
the Ashes.
Warner’s decision to publicly
announce his hope for a
Sydney finish was met with
strong criticism from his for-
mer Australia teammate, fast
bowler Mitchell Johnson.

RINKU IS CONTENDER FOR
T20 WORLD CUP SPOT
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Hamad Medjedovic squan-
dered two match points

before he finally upset the
top-seeded Arthur Fils and
won the Next Gen Finals
championship match on
Saturday.
It was the first five-set final in
six editions of the tourna-
ment.
Medjedovic missed the chance
to seal it in four but convert-
ed his third match point in the
fifth to beat Fils 3-4 (6), 4-1, 4-
2, 3-4 (9), 4-1 after two hours,
11 minutes. The 20-year-old
Medjedovic did not lose a
match on his way to becoming
the first Serbian to win the
tournament for the top eight
players aged 21 or under.
The tournament was held in
Saudi Arabia for the first time
after it was played in Milan ever
since the inaugural edition in
2017. Besides shorter sets, other
changes to the usual tennis rules
included shorter changeovers
and less time on the shot clock
for some points.
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Trinity Rodman had a goal
and two assists to help the

United States beat China 3-0 in
an exhibition match on Saturday.
Sophia Smith and Lindsey
Horan also scored in the first of
two exhibition games against
China. The second is set for
Tuesday in Frisco, Texas, outside
of Dallas. 
The matches close a difficult
year for the United States after
the four-time champions were
eliminated from the Women’s
World Cup this summer in the
round of 16, the team’s earliest
exit ever. 
Smith scored in the eighth
minute, beating China goal-
keeper Xu Huan off a pass from
Rodman. It was Smith’s 15th
goal in 37 national team appear-
ances. 
Horan made it 2-0 in the 52nd
minute, striking the ball from
distance before it bounced past
Xu. It was her 30th goal. 
Rodman capped the scoring in
the 77th with an assist from

Jaedyn Shaw. Rodman celebrat-
ed with a cheeky dance in front
of the goal. 
“She’s just being really intention-
al, we see that in training, we see
that in games. And she’s starting
to play more and more with the
players around her as well,”
interim U.S. Coach Twila
Kilgore said about Rodman.
“She’s obviously a very gifted
individual player and she’s look-
ing to play more with her team-
mates.” Veterans Alex Morgan,
Becky Sauerbrunn, Alyssa
Naeher and Crystal Dunn were

given some time off as Kilgore
focused on youth for her roster. 
Among the players called up for
the matches were three
teenagers: Shaw, Olivia Moultrie
and Alyssa Thompson. It was
also the first roster appearance
for Jenna Nighswonger, who
plays for Gotham FC in the
National Women’s Soccer
League, and Paris Saint-
Germain midfielder Korbin
Albert. 
Moultrie and Nighswonger both
made their U.S. Debuts as sec-
ond-half substitutes. 
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